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Ke y Findin gs
• Panelists convened to craft a research agenda
to ensure that advances in technology inside
and outside the criminal justice system do not
adversely affect the protection of individuals’
constitutional rights and identified a variety of
needs for the near and longer terms.
• Shifts in technology and in how individuals
integrate devices into their lives—and, in some
cases, into their bodies for medical or humanaugmenting technologies—call into question
traditional ways of viewing data collected and
used in criminal justice processes.
• The largest number of needs identified by the
panel focused on educating participants in the
criminal justice system on the implications of
technological change and how to enable the
adversarial process to better take on complex
technical questions.
• The top priorities of the panel included requirements for best practice and training development, addressing such issues as criminal justice
data quality and its implications for individuals’
rights; evaluation work to better understand how
analytic tools (such as risk assessment instruments) perform; and fundamental research on
such topics as how the exploding volume of electronic data could affect the protection of rights.
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s changes occur in society, fitting the effects of those
changes into existing legal structures and practices is
not always smooth. When changes are gradual, law
and precedent have time to react, using analogies to
earlier situations or cases to build and understand how today’s
world might differ from the world in which those precedents
were set. When changes are sudden, however, thinking through
how to address them can be tougher, and large-scale shifts can
make it difficult to navigate the present based solely on analogies to the past. Shifts in technology—in which new innovations can produce rapid differences in what is possible—can
create these types of challenges.
As part of a multiyear research effort sponsored by and
supporting the National Institute of Justice, the Priority
Criminal Justice Needs Initiative has focused on identifying
innovations in technology, policy, and practice that would be
beneficial to the U.S. criminal justice sector. To do so, we convened expert panels and held other structured discussions with
practitioners from law enforcement, courts, and corrections.
During these discussions, practitioners identified changes
in technology or new ways of doing things that might save
money or enhance performance but also flagged innovations
that might threaten the ideals that the criminal justice system
is charged with protecting.
An example that arose more than once in discussions with
court practitioners was virtual presence. Teleconferencing has
evolved from an expensive technology transmitting low-quality
images to a technology so cheap that it is included as a standard
feature in most new mobile communication devices. Today,
on higher-end professional systems, a person can appear life
size and at high enough resolution that a viewer can read facial
expressions and body language. In the future, virtual reality
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“In some cases, virtual
confrontations fall short of
face-to-face confrontation
because of limitations on
the ability to gauge the
witness’s demeanor. This is
a key fact to determining a
witness’s credibility.”
– Panel Member
devices likely will make it possible for someone who is hundreds of miles away to seem within arm’s reach, an illusion of
proximity so good that both people might forget that what is
being whispered between them privately is not traveling the virtual inch between their mouths and ears but actually is being
carried through miles of cables or fiber optic lines. Virtual
presence can save money—by limiting transportation of the
accused between jail and court, allowing more-efficient use of
time by expert witnesses, or cutting visits to jails by lawyers to
speak with their clients. But is virtual “good enough?” Can the
face-to-face confrontation guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment
be fulfilled when the witness is on a computer monitor rather
than in the witness chair? Can a public defender build the
relationship she needs to effectively represent her client if the
first time they physically sit next to each other or shake hands is
at the defense table in court? Will a defendant get a fair hearing
when he appears on screen in front of a jail camera rather than
neatly dressed next to his lawyer?
Even for a technology as seemingly simple as video
conferencing, the answers to these questions are not obvious.
And today’s technology environment is replete with other
examples that are even more complicated. Today, citizens commit a seemingly ever-expanding volume of data to their mobile
devices and smartphones, some knowingly and some captured
without their knowledge. Events entangling smartphones and
crime have already raised questions about appropriate surveillance and reasonable search and seizure, and the questions
could become more complex as citizens entrust more of their

lives to the technologies they use. And it is unlikely that future
technologies will be simpler. As technologies become more
integrated into people physically—from implanted medical
devices that record and transmit data to human-augmenting
technologies surgically implanted to provide capabilities we lack
on our own—the line between a technology and a person will
continue to blur. If a citizen cannot be forced to testify against
herself, it follows that information to support her prosecution
could not be involuntarily read directly from her brain—should
technology allow such a capability in the future. But if technologies are sufficiently integrated into a person, at what point
does it become compelled self-incrimination or an unreasonable
search to extract data from those devices? The correct answer
to such questions is not obvious, but what is clear is that simple
analogies between new and old technologies are likely not
enough to understand their implications. For example, it might
be easy to make an analogy between an electronic calendar on
a smartphone and a desk datebook, but when that smartphone
records more and more data or is an integral part of a system of
medical devices that the person cannot set aside, thinking of it
as a diary or telephone seems a weak analogy at best.
To help inform thinking by government, technology
developers and innovators, the legal profession and courts, and
citizens at large about how technological change could affect the
rights of individuals in the criminal justice system, we wanted
to explore the breadth of this issue in an effort to get in front of
these challenges. In the process, we identified technologies that
are already outpacing the simple analogies we use to understand
the implications for protecting individuals’ constitutional rights.

A FO CUS O N PROTECTI N G
I N D IVI DUAL S’ R I GHTS I N TH E
C R IM I NAL J USTI C E SYSTEM
Our initial focus for this report was on how technology affected
the fairness and justice of the criminal justice system, with a
particular focus on the courts. Procedural due process within the
court system is aimed at ensuring that the law is administered
fairly and uniformly. Procedural due process places restrictions
on and requirements for government power over individuals
during criminal proceedings. Such restrictions and requirements reflect constitutional principles limiting the government’s
exercise of power and are designed to protect the rights of all
participants in the legal process by requiring all levels of government to apply uniform rules of practice and procedure.
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In all elements of due process is the underlying tenet of
fairness—that the application of law to individual cases must
be consistent and not biased by extra-legal factors, such as a
defendant’s race or income. Additional elements of procedural
due process (originating in the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Eighth,
and 14th Amendments of the Constitution) include the
presumption of innocence—which usually means the right to
be free, pending the outcome of the charges (i.e., be offered
reasonable bail)—and the rights against self-incrimination and
compelled testimony.
Although we initially focused on the processes that happen once a citizen is formally charged, we found it difficult to
maintain that narrow scope. Given the role of the courts in
regulating the actions of other arms of the justice system—for
example, balancing the powers of law enforcement through the
issuance of warrants and determining the length and nature of
punishment for an individual in the correctional system—our
focus broadened to explore questions of how technological
change might affect the protection of individuals’ rights in
the larger criminal justice context. This required a significant
expansion to address concepts of privacy, surveillance, search,
and seizure. As a result, the effort presented in this report
sought to explore this wider landscape, looking at the effects
of technologies that are emerging today and that are on the
horizon and asking what we need to know to either address the
technologies’ negative effects or capture their potential benefits
for protecting individuals’ rights in the criminal justice system.

VAR I E D N E W TEC H N O LO G I ES,
VAR I E D P OTE NTIAL E FFECTS
Technological changes, both inside and outside the courtroom, have the potential to affect individuals’ constitutional
rights and the protection of those rights via due process, and
technologies that are available now are already raising important questions. Given current trends, technological changes
in communication and information technology in particular
have produced devices with capabilities to collect, record, store,
transmit, and display data in a variety of ways.
Inside the courtroom, technological advancements could
both hinder and support procedural due process and rights
protection. Technology is available now to facilitate communication between defendants and their attorneys, to allow
remote interpretation for litigants that do not understand
English, and to more quickly and securely access evidence (see,

for example, Lederer, 2004a, 2004b; Jackson et al., 2016).
And although discussion and consideration of these technologies often focuses on how they can save tax dollars by making
the court system more efficient, they may also reduce citizens’
legal costs and lower the practical barrier that socioeconomic
status can represent. Furthermore, electronic record systems
allow for a more complete record of court proceedings that are
backed up and therefore less susceptible to loss. These systems can also make public access to court proceedings easier.
Furthermore, technology is available to provide legal support
and other resources to assist pro se litigants (those choosing
to represent themselves). But technology may make it more
difficult to protect defendants’ rights as well (National Center
for State Courts [NCSC], undated-b). Already, courts have
seen problems with jurors using their mobile electronic devices
to do their own legal or case research during trials, potentially
introducing biases and defeating the protections put in place
for introducing evidence in legal proceedings (e.g., Brayer,
2016). Mobile devices have been used to photograph witnesses
and, through social media systems, intimidate individuals to
shape trial outcomes (Davis, 2013).
As discussed earlier in the context of virtual presence,
when it comes to protecting individuals’ rights, a single technology may produce positive effects, negative effects, or both.
For example, significant effort has been devoted to developing risk assessment models that seek to predict the likelihood
that an individual will fail to appear at his or her trial or will
commit crimes in the future (see Simon, 2005). In the pretrial
context, tools that identify defendants who are very likely to
appear could make it easier for judges to release them (including setting lower bail amounts), limiting the infringement of
their freedom before trial—and saving the government the cost
of holding them.1 To the extent that such tools make decisions
more consistent across different judges, they increase fairness
and help ensure equal protection of all citizens under the law.
However, because such tools generalize from the characteristics of groups to make their predictions about individuals, the
nature of the predictive models and what characteristics are
used can incorporate bias into decisions. And if that is the case,
the consistency in decisionmaking does not increase fairness
but instead results in systematic bias in the justice system.
For example, if—as a result of bias—police officers are more
likely to arrest individuals from a minority group rather than
release them with a warning, then predictions of future offenses
that rely on past arrest may magnify that bias even if the
model itself does not use race as a predictor (see, for example,
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Data & Civil Rights, 2015; Angwin et al, 2016; and BarryJester, Casselman, and Goldstein, 2015).
Technological advancements outside the courtroom could
affect individuals’ rights and their interactions with the criminal justice system more broadly. For example, in recent years,
there has been controversy over the collection of information
on individuals’ online activities and physical movements—via
vehicle-tracking devices or databases that accumulate information on where and when a car with a specific license plate
appears—and what legal requirements (e.g., probable cause, a
warrant) should be met when gathering, storing, or using such
data (see, for example, Hermann, 2015; Trottier, 2014). New
technologies and encryption of personal devices have given rise
to questions about whether law enforcement can access such
information and compel third parties to assist in investigations. These issues raise substantive rights questions, including
the line between public safety and private interest and how the
capabilities that new technologies provide government might
begin to affect individual behavior and infringe on freedoms
protecting expression, association, and political action (see
Kaminski and Witnov, 2015).
To move beyond these contemporary examples, we developed a framework for thinking through the implications of
technology for protecting individuals’ rights in their interactions with the criminal justice system. We defined categories

“Players within the criminal
justice system must develop
an understanding of the
technologies, their use
and misuse, and how to
properly address them
in order to ensure that
defendants’ rights are not
violated.”
– Panel Member

of technologies that appeared to be useful for considering
the implications of the data they produce and capabilities
they might provide to the justice system. Our considerations
included both how voluntary an individual’s interaction with
the technology might be and how much knowledge and control
the person might have over the data or capability that the
technology produced. We examined two sets of technologies—
those potentially used inside the courtroom (a relatively
well-defined class of technologies) and the much broader set of
commercial and societal technologies whose proliferation and
use could shape the data and information available to criminal
justice processes.
Looking first at courtroom technologies, the areas of
interest ranged from devices or techniques for accessing,
analyzing, and presenting data (e.g., tools for processing “big
data” data sets and, as we have already introduced, virtual
reality tools for case presentation, prediction, and virtual presence) to technologies related to recording in the court (e.g., by
citizens or court participants, as well as by court representatives
capturing the official court record that is needed to support
appeals and case review).
Looking at technological change more broadly, we started
at the level of an individual person and examined body-
integrated technologies, which include instances in which it is
difficult or impossible for a technology to perform its functions
if an individual puts it aside or separates from it. Such instances
include tools that are used to track activity for health reasons,
as well as technologies that are literally integrated into the
human body, such as pacemakers and insulin-delivery devices.
Today, such implanted technologies are used for medical
reasons, but in the future, human-augmenting technologies for
nonmedical purposes may become more widespread.
From there, we defined a class of carried devices. The
current analog for this category is a smartphone, tablet, or
other such device that individuals can separate themselves
from at any time (even if they might not want to), and it is
assumed that the owner can maintain more control over the
data stored by such devices than by body-integrated devices.
However, technology companies (e.g., smartphone or software
developers) can adjust policies on how data are collected, used,
and distributed, which could increasingly limit such personal
control over data in the future. Indeed, some firms’ entire
business models rely on wresting data about individuals from
their control in order to sell the information—for example, for
delivering targeted advertising or building customer profiles for
commercial purposes.
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Next, we identified personal computing devices, defined
to capture desktop and laptop computers, gaming consoles, and
other systems that have greatly increased in storage capacity
and, because of their connection to the Internet, can transmit
data to others (e.g., cloud storage providers, gaming networks),
potentially “leak” data if they are hacked, or host others’ data
(whether consensually through peer-to-peer sharing models or
nonconsensually as a result of hacking).
The fifth category is home-integrated and household
technologies, such as smart homes, smart televisions, and other
Internet-of-Things devices. Such technologies have the potential to collect data within the most private of spaces and to do
so with varying degrees of owner knowledge and consent. In a
private home, it would be the owner’s decision to install a smart
security system that might capture video, activity, and other
data within the home or to purchase a smart television whose
voice activation features meant that the device’s microphone
was essentially always on and transmitting audio to distant
servers for voice-recognition processing. In an apartment complex, however, the renter might have less control over whether
or what types of devices are installed in the building.
Analogous to home-integrated technologies are vehicleintegrated technologies, incorporating the increasing levels
of sensing and recording technology being built into modern
automobiles. Although movement toward autonomous vehicles
may greatly expand the number of sensors, computing power,
and ability to record data built into each vehicle, vehicles
already connect to networks via cellular infrastructure (e.g.,
assist systems that allow occupants to call for help), record
driving behavior (e.g., on-board computers or devices added
for insurance purposes), and sense the areas around them (e.g.,
vehicle-mounted cameras and sensors for assisted driving or
parking). Individuals may have control over the technologies
that are integrated into their own vehicles, but changes in the
vehicle ecosystem (e.g., requirements associated with increasing numbers of autonomous vehicles on the road) may mean
that some types of sensing and data recording become standard
elements of all “road ready” vehicles. These devices create challenges for protecting rights because they touch on how an individual’s movements could reveal sensitive personal information
(e.g., visits to a medical clinic or political gathering), as well as
how such rights as free assembly might be affected if all vehicles
other than the most basic (e.g., bicycles, feet) record data on
where the vehicle went and when.
Finally, we defined a class of the wider societal technology
ecosystem to capture the fact that sensors are being installed

“[Inappropriate use of
social media is] a true
problem that strikes at
the heart of our justice
process. I fear education
and harsh penalties may
be the only means to
address the issue.”
– Panel Member
in a wide variety of public places—not just by government but
by private property owners—for security and other purposes.
The more common such devices become, the more difficult
it becomes to move about and interact in the public sphere
without being—at least in theory—monitored and recorded.
As such technologies are applied in commercial spaces, individuals may also have little choice but to interact with them in
the course of work activities. Although practical concerns (such
as the limits on how much video can be stored and the labor
involved in actually watching it) may constrain such monitoring now, advances in video analytics and falling storage costs
might mean that more video data will be catalogued and stored
in the future. Although broad recording might negatively affect
individuals’ rights, the proliferation of cameras could mean that
there are always many “technological witnesses” to individual
events (e.g., a shooting incident captured from multiple angles
by security cameras nearby), which could help to protect
individuals’ rights by better informing court processes—as
long as citizens have the same access to such footage to inform
their defense as police and prosecutors have when building a
case. While individuals can control whether they purchase a
smartphone, citizens have little or no control over the societal
technology ecosystem, and they must accept this facet of technological change if they wish to continue to move and interact
within the changing society.
Table 1 summarizes these seven technology categories with
examples and key issues posed.
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Table 1. Technology Classes, Examples, and Issues
Category

Examples

Key Issues

Courtroom
technologies

• Devices to access, analyze, and present data
o Capability of counsel to analyze large
volumes of case-relevant data
o Connectivity, communication, and data
access from mobile devices during court
proceedings
o Presentation technologies, including
simulations, holographic reconstructions of
crime scenes, and virtual reality tools
• Forecasting and prediction tools, including
pretrial and sentencing risk assessments
• Virtual presence
o Teleconferencing for lawyer-client
discussion or depositions
o Virtual presence in court proceedings
(from today’s screen-based tools to future
holographic videoconferencing)
• Recording in the court
o Cameras used by citizens
o Body-worn cameras on court personnel
o Preparation of the court record for
technology-heavy cases, evidence, and
in-court argument

• Technologies in the courtroom already raise
concerns about the following:
o fairness (e.g., in analytic tools)
o influence (e.g., whether virtual simulations might
influence juries beyond the facts of the case)
o effectiveness (e.g., whether virtual presence
meets justice objectives as well as face-to-face
interactions do)
o appropriateness (e.g., whether techniques for
making a court record capture the proceedings
well enough when visual and other tools are
used in hearings that may be hard to capture in
a written transcript).

Body-integrated
technologies

• Fitness trackers (e.g., smart watches)
• Medical devices (e.g., network-connected
pacemakers and insulin pumps)
• Future implanted human-augmentation
technologies

• Such technologies collect data on individuals’
locations, activities, and environments, potentially
without their awareness.
• An individual may not have the option of
deactivating or removing an implanted device.

Carried devices

• Mobile phones, smartphones, and tablet
devices
• Body-worn cameras (by both citizens and
criminal justice practitioners)

• Individual apps on carried devices use cameras,
microphones, positioning, and other capabilities
to collect a wide variety of data on individuals’
location, activities, communications, associates,
data access, and so on, often without their
knowledge and sometimes without their consent.
Such features as voice command may mean that
audio monitoring is always active.
• Integration of carried devices into basic
processes—payments, work processes, etc.—may
limit the feasibility of individuals to not carry such
devices.
• Ubiquity of cameras may mean that video of an
incident is available from many points of view.
• Business models of technology companies may
make data difficult to access in criminal justice
processes, and access may differ for government
(e.g., prosecution) and criminal defense entities.
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Table 1—Continued
Category
Personal computing
devices

Examples
•

Desktop computers, laptop computers, gaming
consoles, and other network-connected devices
with increasing amounts of storage, including
cloud-based storage and services

Key Issues
•

•

•

Home-integrated
and household
technologies

•
•
•

Web-enabled intelligent thermostats
Next-generation web-connected home security
systems
“Smart” appliances (e.g., televisions and voicecontrolled personal assistants)

•

•

Increasing volumes of data are stored on devices,
where case-relevant data may be deeply
intermingled with irrelevant data and information on
other people.
The policies for some services and websites can
involve individuals ceding some control of the
functioning and content on their systems without full
understanding of the implications of doing so.
Ensuring the integrity of data on electronic devices
and systems in light of cyber and other threats is a
concern.
Devices integrate monitoring technology into
intimate areas of the home, potentially without
individuals’ (e.g., purchasers, other occupants, and
visitors) knowledge or understanding.
Technologies (e.g., voice-command systems) may
monitor constantly and send data to external
businesses’ systems for analysis.

Vehicle-integrated
technologies

• Connected car technologies (e.g., turn-byturn navigation, remote diagnostics, in-vehicle
security, emergency-contact systems)
• Vehicle “black boxes” that capture driving
behavior data (can be integrated into vehicle
or added voluntarily for insurance purposes)
• Future connectivity of vehicles to the Internet
for access to data or capabilities

• Such technologies collect and record position,
behavior, and other data—including audio for
voice-activated devices—on vehicle use and
occupants.
• Connectivity of vehicles to external networks
creates potential data integrity concerns. External
hacking of the vehicle (or an allegation as such)
could raise questions about driver responsibility.

Societal technology
ecosystem

• Sensors and cameras being broadly installed
in many locations for security and other
purposes
o “Inward-looking sensors”—used in
commercial or professional settings where
only a subset of the population (e.g.,
employees, subcontractors, and customers)
will be monitored as a result of access
control, safety, or security technologies
o “Outward-looking sensors”—used in public
settings where data may be collected on
any member of the public that is nearby
(e.g., traditional security cameras in
commercial settings)

• Technologies may collect data that are limited
(e.g., access control logs) or expansive (e.g., realtime audio and video).
• For any given incident, there may be tens or even
hundreds of nearby data streams that could pose
logistical challenges for evidence collection,
analysis, and retention for both initial proceedings
and appeals.
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Panel Members

M ETH O D O LO GY
To explore the intersection of emerging technologies and the
protection of individual rights and due process in the criminal
justice system, the National Institute of Justice asked the RAND
Corporation and RTI International to assemble an expert panel
of practitioners, legal scholars, and thinkers about technology and individual rights. The end goal is to frame a research
agenda focused on getting ahead of related concerns or potential
benefits—by shaping the development of technology (e.g., its
features or applications), developing training or tools for criminal justice practitioners, educating the public, and exploring
other approaches to use technology to advance the protection
of individual rights and due process within the justice system.
Through searches of published documents and recommendations
from various organizations, we identified a set of candidates and
convened a panel of 13 participants from those invitees. The list
of participants and their organizations is included at right.
Before the meeting date, we sent panel members a background document and pre-workshop questionnaire that drew
on the research team’s review of published literature on these
issues. The materials were structured using different categories
of rights—the right against self-incrimination, to confront
witnesses, to effective assistance of counsel, to a speedy trial, to
presumption of innocence, and to an unbiased tribunal—with
some additional issues related to evidence, the court record, and
other technologies of interest to the panel. (The complete questionnaire is available in an electronic appendix to this report.)
In each category, we asked whether specific technologies raised
concerns and more-general questions about the implications—
positive and negative—of emerging technologies (described
earlier in Table 1) for the rights at issue.
The results from the questionnaire informed the agenda for
the panel discussion; for example, we used specific points raised
by the respondents to both kick off and inform discussion moderation. The discussion explored each category of rights and
the implications of various emerging technologies. From this
discussion, the moderating team identified individual needs—
a term we have used in our related work to signify specific
requirements tied to either solving a problem or taking advantage of an opportunity for better performance in the justice
system. Because of the nature of the topic, much of the focus of
this workshop was on basic research needs—including collection of data, analysis, and development of resources—rather
than on the development of new technologies or practices.
From the discussion, the panel identified 37 needs, each
related to a specific challenge or opportunity that new tech-

Ahunanya U. Anga
Associate Professor
Thurgood Marshall School of Law, Texas Southern University
Justin Fitzsimmons
Program Manager
SEARCH Group
David Gray
Professor
Francis King Carey School of Law, University of Maryland
Greg Hurley, Esq.
Senior Knowledge Management Analyst
National Center for State Courts
Jennifer Lynch
Senior Staff Attorney
Electronic Frontier Foundation
Patrick Muscat
Assistant Prosecuting Attorney
Wayne County Prosecutor’s Office
Paul Ohm
Professor
Georgetown College of Law, Georgetown University
Jill Paperno
Second Assistant Public Defender
Monroe County Public Defender’s Office, Rochester, N.Y.
Anjanette Raymond
Assistant Professor
Kelley School of Business, Indiana University
David Robinson
Principal
Upturn
Scott Shackelford
Assistant Professor
Kelley School of Business, Indiana University
Mark Shlifka
Executive Assistant State’s Attorney
Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office
Pedram Tabibi
Attorney, Meltzer, Lippe, Goldstein & Breitstone, LLP
Associate Professor, St. John’s University School of Law
Michael Trickey
Judge
Court of Appeals, Washington State
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nologies present for the protection of individuals’ rights. To
provide structure to the set of identified needs, we asked the
panel members to rank each need based on its expected benefit
(how important they thought it would be if the need was met)
and the probability of success of actually meeting the need.
We multiplied those two ratings to produce an expected-value
score, reflecting the value of meeting the need weighted by the
likelihood of success. We used these scores to cluster the needs
into three tiers, from the highest scoring (Tier 1) to the lowest
(Tier 3). The best thresholds to split the tiers were identified by
a clustering algorithm that mathematically minimizes differences between different assignments of needs to the groups.
We showed the panel the distributions of the initial scores
that each need received for importance and probability of
success to highlight areas of consensus and disagreement, and
panel members then had the opportunity to re-score the needs
based on the discussion, if desired. These second-round results
were used to raise or lower the expected-value scores from the
first round (weighted by the number of participants who had
rated a need, because not all did so for each need). In some
cases, the new scores changed what ranking tier the need was
assigned. More-detailed discussion of the methodology—
including contributors to the nonresponse in the second round
of rankings and how we adapted the ranking method to
address the nonresponse—is available in the electronic appendix to this document.
This process produced a prioritized list of needs for
research in this area, broken into groups from high to low priority. We must acknowledge that—as with all subjective assessments involving a limited number of participants—the needs
identified and the priorities assigned to them are reflective of
the members of the panel. Although the panel process sought to
ensure that discussion touched on issues related to each of the
categories of rights that had been covered in the panel background document and questionnaire, the amount of discussion
in each part of the workshop and the needs identified were
determined by the panel participants. We sought to build a
broad and representative group of panelists, but it is likely that
a different group would produce somewhat different results.

K E Y TH EM ES
The panel’s deliberations and discussions identified a variety of
issues and corresponding needs for research aimed at either better
understanding the effects of current and emerging technologies

on the protection of individuals’ constitutional rights or preparing the criminal justice system to address the effects of those
technologies going forward. As described previously, the panel
identified 37 distinct needs, and we present the full, comprehensive list in the appendix at the end of this report. But to facilitate
discussion on the range of needs that were identified, the research
team also identified five key overarching themes.2 Although the
workshop was framed to explore both challenges and opportunities that new technologies present to the protection of indivi
duals’ rights, the greatest focus in our discussion related to
concerns and new complexities raised for criminal justice. Here,
we discuss each of the five themes and present the needs that
the panel identified in each. We introduce each section with a
fictitious vignette that illustrates how emerging technologies may
complicate individuals’ rights in the criminal justice process.

1. Are You Really Sure? Issues of Data and
Analytic Quality for Just Decisions
Mr. Andrews has been charged with assault against
Officer Franklin, and he does not dispute the assault.
However, defense counsel questions the circumstances
that led to the confrontation.
Defense attorney: Your Honor, what precipitated this
terrible situation was the assumption—the mistaken
assumption—that my client was a gang member. Officer
Franklin has testified that when he searched the police
database for my client, a gang flag came up, so he
responded to my client very aggressively.
So, I went back to see where that gang flag came from.
Three years ago, a patrol officer in another jurisdiction
interviewed a man named Jonathan Jefferson. My client
was with him. It turns out Mr. Jefferson was not a good
guy—and was a gang member. But then the algorithms
in that department’s computers went to work, and my
client first became tagged as a “known gang associate.”
And through a set of calculations that are honestly not
entirely clear to me, at some point, “known associate”
transformed into a “gang member flag” on my client’s
record. And because our department recently joined the
Northern Law Enforcement Data Sharing System, when
Officer Franklin searched my client’s name, that department’s flag popped up here.
Before so much data got entered into databases, the
fact that Mr. Andrews was seen with Mr. Jefferson
would have just been a note jotted in some officer’s field
notebook. When my client didn’t have any contact with
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police afterward, that notebook would have eventually gone into a desk drawer and been forgotten. But
today, that note lived on in the police database and
festered, transforming into the trigger for an incident
that didn’t need to happen at all. I am sorry that Officer
Franklin got hurt, but blaming my client for an injury that
occurred when the officer was tossing an innocent man
to the ground doesn’t seem like justice.

Using data and information to inform criminal justice
decisionmaking and improve performance has become a central focus in contemporary justice policy for many years. For
example, intelligence-led policing and the management process
CompStat were developed to help make law enforcement more
effective at addressing community problems and responding
more effectively to deter and solve crimes when they occur, and
these initiatives are now broadly accepted in many departments
(Police Executive Research Forum, 2013; Ratcliffe, 2016). As
alluded to in the introduction, the use of data about individuals
to assess risk in court and corrections contexts—for example,
the risk that an individual might not show up to his appointed
court date before trial and the risk that he will reoffend after
release from prison or during community supervision—is
viewed as a promising practice to reduce the high costs of the
justice system and potentially better serve the needs of individuals that come in contact with it (Simon, 2005).
Capturing such data in criminal justice information systems—to provide the foundation for such analytic
strategies—has also been a policy priority for more than a
decade. Transitioning to digital storage means the possibility of
transitioning from a world in which “searching” meant a detective flipping through a notebook or a file clerk sorting through
stacks of paper files to one in which an intelligent software
agent can scour thousands of pages not just for the specific file
sought but for other relevant data that might help crack a case
or explain an offender’s past behavior. As criminal justice data
have been moved to electronic forms, sharing across jurisdictional boundaries has become more widespread (though is still
challenging in some instances), which has further broadened
the volume of data to support analysis (see Jackson, 2014, and
references therein).
While applying data to help make better decisions seems
simple enough, improvement only follows if the data being used
are good. Concerns about the quality of data captured in criminal justice systems are not new. As far back as the 1980s—an
era of information technology far less advanced than today—
questions were raised about errors in the data recorded by

justice agencies and the potential impact on individuals’ rights
(Laudon, 1986; Beskind, 1985). Such concerns have persisted,
emphasizing that the advances in technology over the past three
decades have not eliminated the problem (Pepper, Petrie, and
Sullivan, 2010; Logan and Ferguson, 2016). While much of
the concern in the literature is about data that are objectively
wrong—for example, incorrect recording of crimes or charges
ascribed to an individual—other concerns about the quality of
data can arise that are less clear. For example, if an investigator
records notes with uncertain judgments and that information
then becomes codified as more-certain-seeming data points in a
data system, that is a form of inaccuracy. This can occur as data
are divorced from their original context—as in the vignette that
introduced this theme, in which a person being seen with a gang
member led to the conclusion that he was also a gang member.3
With data-sharing, inaccuracy can travel—because of either
objective inaccuracy from data-entry errors or more-subjective
inaccuracy from how uncertain information is recorded.4 And
when data are copied and ingested into many separate data sets,
inaccuracy can then multiply and become hard to fix.
Other trends in technology and society have further
increased the volume of information available to the criminal
justice system—sometimes so much that the volume becomes a
burden. The amount of information stored on individual electronic devices means that investigation and prosecution teams
may find themselves dealing with hundreds of gigabytes or even
terabytes of data, particularly in complex cases involving many
individuals or organizations. Although recording so much data
may be useful for establishing guilt, innocence, liability, and so
on, the processes for reviewing, understanding, processing, and
presenting large volumes of information in investigations and
court proceedings are time-consuming and expensive. And in a
world in which information systems are vulnerable to hacking,
establishing the quality and provenance of such data is necessary to ensure that the information used to inform decisionmaking is indeed what it appears to be.
The proliferation of new types of data and the rising
volume of data have led to the development of analysis tools
that seek to take advantage of the insights that data can provide
and solve the practical challenge of managing and understanding large data sets. We have already mentioned risk assessment
tools that seek to use available data to make predictions about
an individual’s future behavior to inform decisions (Simon,
2005). Tools for addressing data volume have been developed
(e.g., predictive coding in electronic discovery) to help search
through massive bodies of data and identify information related
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to cases (Pace and Zakaras, 2012; Yablon and Landsman-Roos,
2013; Barry, 2013). In recent years, research efforts have been
made to push these analytic and predictive capabilities further.
Standing out in this field is the concept of predictive policing, which seeks to use data (about places, crimes, people, and
others) to target policing activity in an effort to achieve better
crime reduction (Perry et al., 2013).
Just as there are questions about data quality, concerns have
been raised about analytic quality and the potential for these
tools to shape decisions in ways that affect individuals’ rights.
Recent questions about potential racial and other biases in risk
assessment tools were cited earlier (e.g., Angwin et al., 2016),
but analogous questions were raised many years ago (e.g.,
D. Gottfredson, 1987; S. Gottfredson, 1987). Academic studies have shown that although some risk assessment tools have
reasonable levels of predictive power, results from others are
much less predictive, and some assessment tools show different
rates of false positives and negatives for individuals of different
races (see, in particular, Fass et al., 2008; Fazel et al., 2012).
Analysts disagree about the implications of such different rates;
some characterize the observation as a statistical inevitability
given different observed recidivism rates across groups, while
others suggest it demonstrates a more fundamental concern
about using such tools to make decisions about individuals.5
All analysis is tempered with the reality that such tools are
intended to supplement individual human decisionmaking
by judges or probation officers that could itself be affected by
various biases, racial and otherwise, and that utilizes many of
the same variables that provide the basis for the risk assessments
(Bushway and Smith, 2007).
The main concerns regarding analytic tools, such as
predictive search, focus on their accuracy—because relying on
automated tools would not achieve the goals of justice if the
algorithms missed key data in a case.6 Covering a much wider
range of analytic issues related to so-called big data, Joh (2016)
flags concerns about how analysis of large data sets may shape
the collection of additional data about individuals (“surveillance
discretion,” to use her term) with potentially both beneficial and
troublesome effects for the protection of individuals’ rights.7
Because applying analysis methods in criminal justice
decisions can have serious consequences—potentially affecting whether individuals interact with the system at all and, if
they do, shaping trial and sentencing decisions—it is essential to address the nature and accuracy of such methods. In
an adversarial system, addressing these issues is partly about
understanding the source of data that led to a judgment or

action (as in the vignette at the opening of this section), but it is
also about understanding the analytic methods that supported
the judgments themselves. Just as the judgments of expert witnesses or officers of the justice system might be assessed in court
proceedings by putting them on the witness stand and crossexamining them, putting an algorithm “on the witness stand”
requires making data and information about how the algorithm
works available to both the prosecution and defense to examine.
Furthermore, issues of transparency have been raised regarding the use of new technologies and analytics by the criminal
justice system and whether private proprietary concerns (i.e.,
a company wanting to protect the details of a tool it sells to
criminal justice agencies) are getting in the way of the required
transparency (Upturn, 2014). This issue has arisen not just for
analytic tools (e.g., Joh, 2016, p. 40) but also for forensics techniques and data sets (e.g., National Research Council, 2009,
pp. 273–274; Murphy, 2007), and even physical devices used by
law enforcement for collecting data (e.g., Liebow, 2010).
During the panel’s discussion related to this theme,
concerns about data and analytic quality produced the largest number of needs, and all but one need fell in either the top
or second tier for priority (see Box 1). Many of the needs were
focused on developing better evidence to understand concerns
in analytic and data-related areas, although others focused on
new tools (e.g., to analyze large volumes of data) and policy or
practice (e.g., to identify ways for citizens to review and correct
data about themselves, to increase transparency, and to link
data retention to the quality of the data). The requirements
identified by the panel fell across the full life cycle of data in the
criminal justice system, from collection and storage, through
analysis and use, and ending with the decision to retain or not
retain the data for other use.

“There are often insufficient
resources available to the
defense to ensure that
massive amounts of data
can be fully reviewed and
interpreted before trial.”
– Panel Member
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Box 1. Needs Identified, Theme 1
Tier 1

• Research the implications of data volume on the ability (related to both time and resources) of the defense and prosecution
to analyze and understand data so that rights are not affected simply by the scale of data produced in a case.
• Assess the evidence and accuracy of risk assessment tools.
• Develop best practices for assessing the quality and content of existing data sets in criminal justice agencies.
• Develop best practices for data-retention policies that correspond to the importance and quality of the data.
• Develop best practices for disclosing the types of data collected or used by law enforcement to support investigations
and targeting.
• Develop best practices for public examination and correction of risk assessment results when they are used in justice
decisions and dispute errors in the source data used to perform them.
• Develop semi-automated tools to tag, categorize, and analyze large volumes of data to shrink analysis timelines.
• Examine how different jurisdictions are handling testimony and confrontation regarding different types of technology
and the data streams they produce to move toward more-uniform treatment from court to court. Because it is not yet
settled what confrontation means for data extracted from digital devices, research in this area can help clarify the issue.

Tier 2

• Develop best practices related to what level of certainty is necessary from automated algorithms for different justice
system applications (e.g., probable cause, evidentiary purposes) and what confrontation means in such circumstances.
• Develop best practices regarding the availability, accessibility, and timeliness of digital data to be used in proceedings.
This can address concerns that data provided by third parties cannot be reviewed appropriately and that proprietary
tools or algorithms are not disclosed to be challenged in court.
• Develop a system for clearly communicating when a risk assessment tool is being used outside the scope of its validated
purpose. This can enable review and challenge where relevant.

Tier 3

• Assess the implications of differing retention policies on digital data with respect to the statutes of limitations for
different offenses.

2. My Technology, Myself: A Blurring Line
Between Technology and the Person?
Police have arrested Mrs. Smith, and a detective has
brought her into the police station for questioning.
Detective: Mrs. Smith, where were you yesterday evening at 7 p.m.?
Mrs. Smith remains silent.
Detective: It is a shame you aren’t willing to cooperate
with us, but I see that you had a pacemaker implanted
last year that is network-enabled so that it can send
information to your doctor. We can’t get the data from
your doctor, but your pacemaker should tell us everything we need to know to reconstruct your location.
A forensic specialist enters the room, carrying a device
that can read the pacemaker’s error codes, its maintenance data, and all of the networks it connected to for
the past 96 hours.
Detective: You may be interested in remaining silent,
Mrs. Smith, but unless you left your heart at home last
night, your pacemaker will tell us that you were indeed
at the scene of the crime.

Developments in modern technology, particularly the
capabilities that have been built into smart devices, have made
some citizens increasingly inseparable from the devices they
use. As part of its periodic surveys, Cisco Systems asks professionals about their device usage and feelings, and respondents
have reported strong attachments to the devices. In the 2012
survey focusing on members of Generation Y, 42 percent of
respondents indicated that they “‘would feel anxious, like part
of them was missing’ if they couldn’t check their smartphones
constantly” (Cisco, 2012, p. 9). Furthermore, when confronted
with the (admittedly artificial) choice between having Internet access or keeping a sense of smell, more than four in ten
picked the Internet.8 Devices and the “virtual selves” that reside
in them are becoming part of how people see themselves; for
example, people spend money on virtual goods that exist only
in online systems and see such goods as part of their effort to
define their own identities (see, for example, Koles and Nagy,
2012; Nagy and Koles, 2014). Moreover, individuals’ profiles
and information posted on social media are becoming central
to self-definition and interaction in highly connected peer
groups.9 In a Pew survey, 85 percent of the interviewees said
they believed that “people get to show different sides of themselves on social media that they cannot show offline” (Lenhart
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et al., 2015, p. 58), although they also indicated that what is
shared on social media is “less authentic” and that some feel
pressure to shape what they share so that it (and, by extension,
they) will be viewed positively by their peers.
For some users, it is about not just connecting but
recording. To illustrate with an extreme example, in the 2000s,
a community of individuals began “lifelogging”—that is,
extensively recording everything they did, where they went,
their communications, their biometric measurements, and
so on—supported by dedicated technologies, such as clip-on
cameras that take pictures periodically. In recent years, that
community has reportedly waned, although a resurgence
might be enabled by improvements in data storage and tools
to make sense of the data. Demonstrating how technologies
blur into one another, one suggested reason for the decline in
lifelogging is that the scope of data captured in social media
profiles provides some of the same things sought by moreextensive recording (Elgan, 2016).
Further blurring boundaries, extensive recording data
from smart devices and other platforms have become common
elements for providers of technologies rather than their users.
As a result, it is now commercial firms that have become the
lifeloggers that want to use Internet browsing, communications, location data, contacts, and other streams of information
for marketing and advertising purposes. It has been broadly
documented that mobile applications frequently collect (and
transmit) data about users (Privacy Rights Clearinghouse,
2016), in some cases for the sole purpose of assembling data
that can be sold to advertisers (e.g., when applications whose
functions do not require a smartphone’s microphone or camera
request access to those features). As a result, users may be
casting a much more detailed “data shadow” of their thoughts
and actions onto their devices than they know, complicating
analogies between such a device and a physical diary (where
an individual makes a conscious decision what to record and
not record, presumably aware of the potential for those papers
to be examined in the course of a duly authorized law enforcement search). Although the Supreme Court’s Riley v California
opinion did not turn on the fact that data in a cell phone may
be recorded without the user’s knowledge, the scope of the
data in such devices and their difference from simpler paper
documents (like a diary or journal) was central in the decision to deny warrantless searches of cell phone data incident to
arrest (Riley v California, 2014).
Beyond just making it possible to record things—whether
in a basic way via snapping photos on a mobile phone or

exhaustively in the context of lifelogging—research has suggested that using these technologies has had an effect on how
their users think, what information they remember, and where
they remember it. Studies have suggested that given connectivity to extensive resources, such as the Internet, individuals
become “better at recalling where to retrieve information rather
than the information itself” (Loh and Kanai, 2015, p. 3). The
use of devices can shape what information is retained in memory initially. Other research found that the act of externally
recording events in a smart device affects how well those events
are internally recorded and maintained in the memory of the
person recording them (Henkel, 2014). According to one study,
when participants knew that they had snapped a picture, they
“put less effort into processing and remembering” what they
had photographed (Loh and Kanai, 2015, p. 3). In other experiments, similar effects were shown with text data. Researchers
gave participants a set of words in a computer file and asked
only some in the experiment to save the file before studying
a new word list. Those that saved performed worse at recalling words from the saved file but better at recalling the second
word list. This suggests that the participants who performed the
keystrokes to save the file had essentially delegated the task of
remembering the words to the computer, freeing up their brains
for the second list (Storm and Stone, 2015). This unconscious
“outsourcing of memory” to technology could be viewed both
as evidence for the blurring boundary between a person and a
device and as support for the argument that analogies to physical objects (like diaries) may not be sufficient.
Seeking to gain a window into users’ minds, other research
has used the data captured from sensors and in user interactions

“The ability to encrypt
data has and will continue
to provide protections
against self-incrimination.
We are already at a point
where several programs
are unbreakable.”
– Panel Member
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“What happens when this technology becomes so
pervasive that it is on the judge, the witnesses, the jury,
and the lawyers? . . . What if I can tell from a [fitness
tracker] that the defense team is anxious at a key point in
the trial? . . . It will be big.”
– Panel Member
with their smartphones to draw conclusions about internal
characteristics, including a user’s emotional state. Saeb and
colleagues (2015) used location data and phone usage to predict
whether a person suffered from depression. Muaremi, A rnrich,
and Tröster (2013) used smartphone data (both with and
without additional sensors) to try to measure stress in a worker
population. Sensors in wearables (e.g., heart rate monitors in
smart watches) could enable more-detailed inferences about
such states. Other technologies being added to these platforms
(e.g., sentiment analysis of text entered) are directly designed
to detect a user’s emotional state to shape user experiences. For
example, Carter (2015) suggested using webcam data to gauge
the emotional response of viewers who see Internet advertisements to help shape sales messages. Biometric data from
personal fitness devices can also be analyzed to make inferences
about individuals’ emotions or activities. Data collected from
a personal fitness tracker has already been used in court to disprove a woman’s allegation that she had been sexually assaulted
in her home—because her fitness tracker showed that she “had
been awake and walking around the entire night, not sleeping
as she had claimed” (Chauriye, 2016). Analysis of data streams
related to the emotional state of an individual at the time of an
alleged crime or victimization could be used in similar ways.
It has even been proposed to link data recording and emotion
assessment, triggering recording when physiological indicators
suggest excitement or fear (Niforatos et al., 2015).
In the future, the location of such data and capability
may move from devices and technologies that people carry
(smartphones) or wear (fitness trackers, smart clothing) onto
or even under their skin, with the technology becoming part of
the body in a physical sense. Already, some devices implanted
for medical reasons (e.g., pacemakers, cochlear implants) have
varying levels of onboard data collection and processing and
allow data to be accessed from outside the body.10 Even now,

some early adopters have implanted less-mainstream technologies into their bodies for a variety of purposes, including a
colorblind artist who has implants that allow him to “hear
color” (Vincent, 2014) and others who have implanted magnets
into their fingers to allow them to interact with metal objects
and sense electromagnetic fields in the environment (Popper,
2012). A variety of more-mainstream efforts to develop technologies that connect directly to the brain include tools under
development at the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency to serve as “memory prosthetics” for soldiers who have
suffered traumatic brain injury (Strickland, 2014), as well as
technologies intended to augment human capabilities by shaping brain function or providing capability or storage augmentation (Jacobsen, 2015; Marcus and Koch, 2014). For a human
augmented with additional storage technologies inside his or
her brain, the line between the technology and the person
seemingly vanishes.
Constitutional rights define a clear difference between
(1) information people carry in their heads, where they have
a right to remain silent and cannot be compelled to bear witness against themselves, and (2) information available in their
“papers and effects,” which can be their thoughts, captured
outside themselves, and which can be searched or seized with
an appropriate warrant and probable cause. But as technologies
get closer and closer to a person, and more and more deeply
integrated into human experience, when do they appropriately become viewed as part of the person and no longer part
of their “papers and effects?” The case of a technology that
is implanted within a person would seem to cross that line
and be more appropriately viewed as part of the person rather
than something they own or possess. But how far beyond the
skin should the line be drawn? If use of smart devices leads
to changes in the way people think and causes people to store
information on those devices rather than in their own brains,
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does encryption of those devices take on some of the characteristics of invoking a right to remain silent and to not reveal
information not just from the defendant’s biological or internal
brain but from the “external memory prosthetic” that he can
also coincidentally use to read the news on the Internet and
make phone calls? Such an analogy is imperfect, but so too is
the analogy of a smartphone to a diary or day planner (which
is something that is clearly open for investigatory access with
probable cause) because it would have to be a magical diary
that records as much data as a computer, potentially without
the owner’s knowledge or consent.
In our panel’s discussion, five needs were identified that
fell under this theme (see Box 2), including one need that was
ranked top priority. As would be expected for such an emerging
technology area, all of the needs focused on building a better
understanding of the technologies and issues to better educate
the legal system in taking on these challenging concerns.

3. Data, Data Everywhere: Mobile Access
to Information, Modern Data (Over)
Sharing, and the Third-Party Doctrine
Mr. Flanagan has been charged with a crime, and
evidence against him includes data from the company
that manages fare collection for the local bus system;
prosecutors used the data to track his movements. The
prosecution and defense attorneys argue to the judge
whether such evidence should be admitted.
Prosecutor: Of course the investigators didn’t need a
warrant to obtain Mr. Flanagan’s movement history.
That data came from the company that manages the
Transit Online app; he provided that data to them
voluntarily and so it only required a business record
request to them.

Defense attorney: But my client couldn’t use the bus
system without installing that app to pay his fares, and
the only way he can get to his medical appointments
and the grocery store is to use the bus. He can’t afford
to own his own vehicle, so implying that is as voluntary
as the data the phone company records so they can bill
him is ridiculous.
Prosecutor: That doesn’t change the fact that he installed
the application and agreed to the data that was shared.
It is still Transit Online’s business record. He could have
made another choice regarding how to get where he
needed to go.
Defense attorney: He lives 5 miles from his nearest
neighbor and he’s been disabled since he got out of
the Marine Corps. Are you suggesting he should have
walked the 15 miles to the grocery store? In practical
terms, his other choice was basically not to eat or go to
the doctor.

In the criminal justice system, the third-party doctrine
governs government access to data that individuals have chosen
to share with others, or as put by the Supreme Court in Smith v
Maryland, “this court consistently has held that a person has no
legitimate expectation of privacy in information he voluntarily
turns over to third parties” (Smith v Maryland, 1979, p. 744).
Because the court found that there is no legitimate expectation
of privacy in such information, the government does not need a
warrant to obtain it. As a result, for many years, warrants have
not been required to access a variety of records, such as telephone billing records that show who an individual calls and the
length of those calls.
But the digital age—particularly the rise of mobile
computing—has led to questions about whether the third-party
doctrine is still appropriate (see, for example, Villasenor, 2013).

Box 2. Needs Identified, Theme 2
Tier 1

• To aid legal consideration, build a taxonomy of new and emerging technologies and the different categories of rights
they may affect.

Tier 2

• Examine the Fourth Amendment issues posed by contemporary technologies and surveillance in more depth to inform
judicial decisionmaking.

Tier 3

• Conduct ethnography research on how people interact with their digital devices, the types of data that are collected,
and how that interaction changes people’s view of the boundary between their technologies and their selves.
• Conduct research on comparisons of historical technologies and modern digital technologies. This might include a
taxonomic mapping of attributes to enable easy comparison.
• Research potential issues, legal restrictions, and implications of collecting personal biometric information. For example,
real-time emotion or physiological data from fitness devices could provide new opportunities for attorneys to monitor
juror responses to testimonies.
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Digital technologies have greatly expanded the instances in
which data are collected by third parties on individuals (or, in
the language of the third-party doctrine, instances in which
individuals share data about themselves with others) in the
course of the services provided (see, for example, Solove, 2004).
And while telephone billing records might reveal important
and sometimes intimate details about an individual, the service
records produced by today’s mobile information ecosystem has
the potential to be even more revealing—for example, location data that track an individual’s movements to work, school,
social gatherings, political activities, medical appointments, and
so on; website browsing data that provide a window into what
an individual is thinking about at the time; and posts to social
media sites that, at least for some people, may take the place
of person-to-person phone calls, capturing communication
in written form that might have once been conveyed verbally
in a way that was not routinely stored.11 The revealing nature
of these streams of content and metadata is the foundation of
the online advertising industry, where the goal is to fuse this
information in an effort to know exactly when (and, considering
mobile devices, where) to deliver an advertisement to someone
for a pharmaceutical, a medical provider, or any number of
other products or services so that the he or she will be primed to
pay attention and be influenced by the message that is delivered.
The sharing of much of these data with third parties—for
example, the social media companies and Internet service
providers that carry it—is certainly voluntary. A person posting something on Facebook the website certainly understands
that Facebook the company will have access to what is posted.
However, an individual’s decision to participate in such networks and share data on them may be shaped by a variety of
influences. For example, when social networks are central in
interpersonal interactions, there is significant social pressure
to participate and costs to choosing to opt out.12 But there are
also well-documented cases of applications available on smartphones and other devices in which the data shared with the
firms involved—driven by their desire to amass data on users to
sell to advertisers—calls into question what voluntary sharing
truly means. Such cases have included applications that access
users’ location data, personal contacts, calendar, and the device
microphone or camera when those features are unrelated to the
task the application was performing—and although users have
the option to deny such access, not all users may be aware of
the collection or how to stop it.13
As the economy and technology continue to evolve, it is
also an open question whether certain types of information

collection and data-sharing will become more and more necessary and therefore more difficult for citizens to opt out of. As
suggested in the vignette at the beginning of this section, ridesharing or other transportation systems may routinely record a
person’s movements when providing services and appropriately
billing individuals for their use. While akin to phone billing
records in many respects, records that capture everywhere
a person goes could reveal even more-intimate details than
her communication history. To the extent that such systems
become the primary transportation mode in a particular area
or for a specific population (e.g., individuals who cannot afford
their own vehicles), whether such information should be considered “voluntarily turned over to third parties”—and therefore meriting no privacy protection—is a legitimate question.
And if such information collection and use become ubiquitous
in products—for example, all automobiles are equipped with
black boxes that record driving behavior and performance,
or future intelligent transportation systems capture such data
themselves (see Douma, Garry, and Simon, 2012)—the ability
of even individuals with resources to readily opt out of data collection and sharing could disappear.14 Other examples of products related to personal medical care raise analogous concerns.
For example, an asthma inhaler has been developed that—in
concert with a smartphone application—can capture location
data when patients use the device. Such data would contribute
to better understandings of environmental factors that trigger
asthma attacks, but if such sharing is not straightforward to opt
out of, it would raise similar issues about voluntary sharing for
patients, given the circumstances in which they must use the
device (Su et al., 2016). Questions have also been raised about
the use of data if employees are forced (or even strongly encouraged) to use wearable devices in the course of their employment
(Haggin, 2016).
Although not explicitly regarding the third-party doctrine,
workshop discussion explored a current example that raises
analogous questions of voluntary sharing and how the intersection of technology and wealth might produce differential
protection of individuals’ rights: In many jail or prison settings, all telephone calls through the institutional phone system
are routinely recorded for security purposes (see, for example,
Alameda County District Attorney’s Office, 2005). While
privileged attorney-client calls can be excluded from recording,
data released from a large commercial provider of recording
services showed that is not always implemented (Williams,
2015). An individual who is represented by a public defender
may have no other option but to communicate through that
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system, while a wealthier defendant may be represented by a
private attorney who comes to meet in person at the facility or
may be able to post bail and then freely meet with his attorney
outside a custodial environment. Therefore, it is an open question whether a prisoner’s acceptance of the recording should be
considered wholly voluntary,15 because the other choice would
be to forgo communication with counsel, undermining the
right to effective representation.
In considering both the capabilities of current mobile
devices and the evolution of the full range of technologies
considered in the workshop, analysis of the “digital exhaust” or
virtual footprints left by individuals has the potential to provide
capabilities to criminal justice agencies that before involved
actions that were much more clearly invasive—and generally
required warrants. For instance, access to smartphone location
logs provides data similar to physical surveillance of a person or
installation of a tracking device on the person’s vehicle. Integrating facial recognition technology with public video sensors
could similarly provide movement data that do not depend
on whether someone is carrying a device. Smart appliances,
such as voice-activated televisions, that have microphones that
are always on and listening for commands could provide data
similar to a planted listening device in the same location, and
they would require only virtual access to the device through
the network rather than physical access to the location. Fitness
trackers or medical devices providing detailed physiological
data could monitor information similar to the sensors that are
part of a polygraph—but without physically connecting sensors
to the person. The promise of such technologies for criminal
justice is that they can enable investigations that are more effective and efficient. However, the technologies simultaneously
create tension regarding how easier, and often virtual rather
than physical, access to individuals, their belongings, and their
homes could impinge on constitutionally protected rights.
Such data might also help individuals defend themselves—
using smartphone data to establish and support an alibi, for
example—but doing so will depend on companies being as
forthcoming to requests for data from a citizen’s defense team
or public defender as they are when those requests come from
police or other governmental investigators.
In a world in which (over)sharing of data with third parties
is becoming almost necessary to navigate commerce, employment, and social interactions, is the third-party doctrine still
fair, and does it appropriately reflect society’s assessment of
rights in data?16 We have focused on the potential use of such
data by criminal justice agencies, but other participants in the

“Historical cell phone
analysis is the DNA of
the 21st century. If this
evidence is available early
in a case, it will lead to
early plea resolution of
cases. This has certainly
been true with DNA and
other forensic evidence.”
– Panel Member
criminal justice system could potentially use the data in ways
that stress the justice process as well. In our workshop, panelists
raised questions about the following:
• the use of social media information and other digital
exhaust in screening jurors
• the problem of jurors using their mobile devices to do
their own research during legal proceedings and, therefore,
bring information into the courtroom beyond the evidence
presented
• the use of social media and the ability to find and connect
with people to intimidate witnesses
• the ways that even searching for individuals online might
jeopardize the integrity of the legal process (for example,
when a juror looks at counsel’s professional social media
profile, and the website automatically notifies the lawyer of
the contact).
In the panel discussion, two needs within this theme rose
to the top tier—fundamentally examining how the validity of
the third-party doctrine may shift given the increasing requirement for disclosure of data to third parties and addressing
the pressures that social media use by varied criminal justice
participants can put on the process (see Box 3). Several needs
fell into the second tier, largely focused on jurors’ social media
behavior and on mobile devices during proceedings.
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Box 3. Needs Identified, Theme 3
Tier 1

• Develop model laws, courtroom policies, education, and ethical guidelines to govern appropriate social media activities.
In particular, define the rules for attorneys, judges, jurors, defendants, witnesses, and others regarding connecting with
each other.
• Examine how the validity of the third-party doctrine may shift when societal systems are difficult to navigate without
massive disclosure of data to third parties. This is especially important given that modern life necessitates individuals
turning over large amounts of data about themselves to others.

Tier 2

• Create improved mechanisms (e.g., educational videos, motivational stories, signed pledges, priming tools) to inform and
remind juries that the process is designed to ensure a fair trial and that outside research is a detriment to achieving that
end.
• Assess the costs and benefits of making government records easily available online. Online records can create adverse
outcomes for some.
• Assess the effectiveness of juror communication strategies to make sure jurors are informed. Jurors often do not understand the rationale for why they cannot do outside research, so they could benefit from further communications.
• Develop methods for assessing or measuring the ability to potentially limit inappropriate extrajudicial research. Current
approaches are of unknown effectiveness.
• Measure the impact of jurors’ extrajudicial research on case outcomes. The effects of such outside research during trials
are currently unknown.

Tier 3

• Build tools to facilitate monitoring juror and defendant activity on social media platforms.
• Conduct research and education on appropriate legal comparisons or analogies between historical or physical
technologies and modern digital technologies. This might include a taxonomic mapping of the attributes of services,
technologies, and technology types. This is especially important because in corrections facilities—such as jails, which
are primarily populated by the poor who cannot afford bail—individuals may have no choice but to communicate via
technologies that are monitored and recorded, potentially further incriminating themselves by giving new information to
the government.

4. Smart (Enough) Justice: Building Justice
System Expertise for Complex Technical
Concerns
Mr. Jones is on trial for murdering Mrs. Davis, and
evidence against him includes data from the fitness
tracker that he wears as required by his health insurer.
During trial, the prosecutor presents this evidence to the
jury.
Prosecutor: Based on the log data from his fitness
device, we know that Mr. Jones was present at the
location and was physically agitated at the time of the
crime. It isn’t clear what more there is to say. He was
there. He was angry. And the body of Mrs. Davis was
found there soon after.
Mr. Jones’s defense lawyer sits quietly, not disputing the
argument.
However, the judge has recently read about errors in the
locations calculated by these devices. Furthermore, she
wears one too and knows from personal experience that
her tracker’s data on her emotional state are wrong at
least one-third of the time.

Judge, to defense counsel: Do you have any response or
objection, Counselor?
Defense attorney: No, Your Honor. No objections.
For the judge to act further would be outside the bounds
of her role in the case, so she nods to the prosecutor
to continue, and the conclusions based on the fitness
tracker are not challenged.

Existing processes in the legal and court systems are
designed to recognize and address the fact that ever-evolving
technology changes may create tensions surrounding the protection of individuals’ rights. Police collection of the extensive
data available in mobile devices and the intrusion that such
collection represents can be overseen by the judiciary through
search warrants; a recent Supreme Court decision (Riley v
California, 2014) established that a warrant is indeed required
for such a search. At the prosecution stage, discretion in the
decision to charge, indict, or seek resolution through plea
bargaining provides a separate step for assessing the appropriateness of evidence and the processes through which it was
collected (American Bar Association, undated). Furthermore,
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the adversarial justice process and arguments made by defense
counsel—whether in court or in plea bargaining—are intended
to provide a mechanism to challenge evidence, its collection,
and its use and to preserve defendants’ rights though the process. But as the vignette opening this section suggests, the effectiveness of each of these steps—judicial control exerted in the
warrant process, prosecutorial decisionmaking, and defense—
depends on the knowledge of the participants that challenges
should be raised at all and how to do so. And the rapid evolution of technology for collecting data and for processing it into
evidence supporting court arguments challenges the ability of
court participants to build and maintain the knowledge and
technical expertise needed to play those roles effectively.
In today’s technology environment, in which electronic
data can range from relatively simple digital evidence pulled
from a smartphone’s browser history to an analysis of abstract
measurements extracted from a fitness tracker and used to
argue about a defendant’s emotional state during an alleged
crime, what do judges, prosecutors, and defense counsel need to
know to sufficiently understand how electronic devices compile,
store, and process data? When varied types of data are brought
into plea negotiation or court proceedings, what documentation is required to support the admissibility of electronic
evidence or to mount successful challenges to its relevance to
a case? If the nation relies on the adversarial process between
prosecution and defense to both advance justice and protect
individuals’ rights, what is the obligation to ensure that defense
counsel—particularly when that counsel is an underresourced
public defender representing someone without the financial
means to access more knowledge or technical expertise—is not
so technologically “outgunned” that the process cannot function in the way that it was designed? Given that the amount of
data needed to establish the validity and reliability of measurements made by some types of technology (e.g., the accuracy
of a location tracking system) can go well beyond the types
of data routinely applied in criminal cases (e.g., not just data
extracted from one device but also quality control and validation data from the entire system of which the device is a part),
is it even reasonable to assume that these issues can be adjudicated appropriately as part of that process? The answers to these
questions may have serious implications for the due process
protections of individuals if electronic evidence is not appropriately developed and challenged by counsel and ruled on by an
informed judiciary.
Whether the existing rules of evidence have sufficient
requirements to address the sheer volume, extensive variation,

and complexity associated with the many types of electronically
stored information (ESI) produced by modern technological
systems has been a matter of some debate. For example, Kerr
(2005) argued that existing legal rules that cover the search
warrant process are insufficient to effectively handle the unique
aspects of ESI, stating that such applications have “caused
a great deal of doctrinal confusion” (p. 85). However, there
appears to be consensus among other scholars that the existing Federal Rules of Evidence are sufficient to establish legal
foundations for discovery, motions, presentation, and crossexamination of ESI, if appropriately applied (see Frieden and
Murray, 2011, and references therein). These principles include
requirements for judiciary control over evidence collection (e.g.,
executing search warrants), review at the prosecution stage to
determine whether the information contained in the ESI is sufficient to move the case forward, and the discovery and subsequent motions and challenges process between the prosecution
and the defense.
As a result, much of the literature on due process protections related to ESI has focused on how to effectively apply the
existing rules of evidence. Frieden and Murray (2011) argue
that counsel should draw analogies between the source of ESI
and the most similar, non-ESI or traditional source of evidence. ESI sources are more likely to involve issues of accuracy,
authenticity, and therefore admissibility, but the inputs, processing, and storage of ESI are still maintained by people and
must be questioned in the same way that any witness would
be (Eissenstat, 2008). ESI must be authenticated just like any
other evidence to determine whether it is indeed what it purports to be. If authenticity cannot be established, the evidence
is irrelevant and inadmissible. Authentication includes establishing the chain of custody, corroboration, and integrity of the
system used to maintain the evidence based on ESI. Pretrial
preparation, particularly ESI documentation, is essential to
defend any challenges to the authenticity of evidence based on
such data.17
In federal court and in states that have adopted it, the
Daubert standard (Daubert v Merrell Dow Pharm, 1993) guides
the admissibility of expert testimony and has been applied to
the evidence derived from ESI. Other legal scholars (see, for
example, Imwinkelried, 2005) have taken requirements set forth
in the Daubert standard and the related Frye test—which bases
the admissibility of an expert’s testimony about scientific tests or
results on whether the technique used to produce the results is
viewed as generally acceptable by the scientific community (arising from Frye v United States, 1923)—to develop a multistep
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“As technology continues
to advance, this problem
will keep coming up.
We’ve seen with Stingrays
that when lawyers and
judges know what to look
for, they can properly
address the legality of the
warrant or court order.”18
– Panel Member
process that can be used to support electronic evidence authentication. Depending on the type of electronic information
offered into evidence, part of this process is likely to include
understanding the metadata associated with the electronic
evidence, and that metadata can be used to support claims of
authentication, counter hearsay arguments, document the chain
of custody, and otherwise support or refute the admissibility of
the evidence. Electronic evidence may also require a stronger
standard of admissibility when it is used to provide evidence of
a claim, as opposed to illustrating a claim made through witness testimony or other offered evidence. The “best evidence”
rule, which generally prioritizes original documentation over
summary or conclusionary evidence, may also be applied to
question whether evidence based on ESI should be admitted.
However, given the massive amounts of data sometimes available for legal cases, as well as the requirement to analyze or
process such evidence to make it meaningful for a case,19 it may
be impractical or impossible to present the original ESI.
The body of literature on electronic evidence means that
there is guidance available to participants in the legal process
regarding such data—but whether constitutional rights are
being protected hinges on whether judges and counsel are sufficiently informed about ESI to appropriately and effectively
apply that guidance. Such knowledge is critical to challenge
the admissibility of electronic evidence resulting from poor
chain of custody documentation; evidence of data tampering or

hacking; overlooked data (including metadata); and poor data
inputs, analytic processes, or systems (Shirk, 2007). In addition
to the questions raised by the workshop panel, available literature suggests that knowledge is far from universal throughout
the legal system: A study of judicial perceptions of knowledge
about electronic evidence found that judges expected counsel to
be the experts and to raise whatever objections are needed when
litigating the admissibility of ESI (Kessler, 2010). Furthermore,
the judges noted that they were largely inclined to admit electronic evidence offered by the prosecution absent any objections
by the defense (Kessler, 2010), further underscoring the need
for the defense bar to be educated in ESI (National Association
of Criminal Defense Lawyers, 2010). Because judges need to
navigate difficult legal and technological questions regarding
even current technologies, this implicit expectation that counsel
will educate the bench is problematic, particularly in the wake
of concerns raised about forensic science more generally, the
science behind currently accepted technical evidence, and the
organizational systems charged with producing and safeguarding the validity of that evidence.20
The need for stronger knowledge in the legal system
regarding such digital evidence is known, and there is no shortage of courses and opportunities for continuing legal education
on such topics. For example, the National District Attorneys
Association offers web-based training to apply the Fourth
Amendment to electronic evidence; sample topics include how
a digital device stores information, how to secure evidence
housed in the cloud, use of Internet Protocol addresses in the
investigative process, drafting search warrants to obtain electronic evidence, and understanding the wide range of digital
devices that maintain potential evidence. Similarly, the American Bar Association offers training on understanding the legal
liability associated with smart devices, the Internet of Things,
government surveillance efforts, and privacy and social media.
Although such training sources are available, there is scant
information on how many attorneys and judges participate in
these trainings, what type of cases trainees litigate or oversee, or
whether the information contained in the trainings or education is applied where appropriate. Given heterogeneity across
court systems, it is likely that levels of expertise vary considerably among judges, attorneys, and other judicial actors, as well
as from case to case. Challenges to the admissibility of electronic evidence may be common under certain circumstances
and rare under others, which can raise due process concerns.
Furthermore, such challenges may more often be related to
procedure as opposed to the authenticity of the evidence.21
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Given the complexities of ESI from existing devices, the
level of expertise in the legal system to address emerging ESI
concerns is also an important unknown. Significant concern
has been raised about how uncertainty in conclusions and
potential biases are presented (or not presented) when traditional forensic science evidence is used in court, limiting the
ability for the legal process to fully consider its quality and
objectivity (National Research Council, 2009, pp. 184–186).
For emerging technologies that produce data streams that may
involve different types of processing and interpretation before
use in court (e.g., physiological measurements from a personal
medical device and sensor measurements from a network-
connected home appliance), the presentation of the data for
judicial review and court argument will be similarly critical,
and the expertise needed to evaluate it may differ significantly
from that required for current forensic science techniques.

The variability in knowledge about electronic evidence
among judges and prosecution and defense counsel points
to many of the needs identified by the panel. There is a need
for knowledge about not only how various devices capture,
maintain, and process ESI but also how existing rules of
evidence and procedure can be effectively applied to protect
the due process rights of defendants when ESI is considered
as evidence during case preparation and litigation. The panel
identified ten needs that fell within this theme, ranging from
fundamental requirements for knowledge to prepare the justice
system for emerging technologies to very specific training
resources and educational requirements to lay the groundwork
for transferring that information to current and future justice
system actors (see Box 4).

Box 4. Needs Identified, Theme 4
Tier 1

• To aid legal consideration, build a taxonomy of new and emerging technologies and the different categories of rights
they may affect.
• Develop model laws, courtroom policies, education, and ethical guidelines to govern appropriate social media
activities. In particular, define the rules for attorneys, judges, jurors, defendants, witnesses, and others regarding
connecting with each other.
• Develop training resources for justice system participants at all levels to question and assess the scope and nature of
warrants at all parts of the process. This is especially important given the role of prosecutors and judges in issuing
warrants and of defense attorneys in challenging search and seizure of new technological data.
• Develop best practices and qualifications for initial and continuing education requirements to raise the level of
knowledge for all justice system participants of modern electronic technologies and scientific evidence.
• Examine how different jurisdictions are handling testimony and confrontation regarding different types of data and
technology and the data streams they produce to move toward more-uniform treatment from court to court. Because it is
not yet settled what confrontation means for data extracted from digital devices, research in this area can help clarify
the issue.

Tier 2

• Develop an algorithm or checklist for steps to follow when dealing with information technology as evidence (e.g.,
preservation of potential evidence). Limits in knowledge among court practitioners mean that electronic evidence is not
always used appropriately.
• Examine the Fourth Amendment issues posed by contemporary technologies and surveillance in more depth to inform
judicial decisionmaking.

Tier 3

• Develop a consensus regarding what confrontation means in different levels of virtualization—for example, immersive
photographic presentations, physics-based models, and full reconstruction of events in virtual environments based on
testimony rather than data. This will grow in relevance as virtual reality and simulations become more prevalent.
• Create standards to quickly and transparently assess the authenticity of converted and admitted video evidence. Many
processes for dealing with video data, such as rendering it for display, can change the data in subtle ways.
• Research potential issues, legal restrictions, and implications of collecting personal biometric information. For example,
real-time emotion or physiological data from fitness devices could provide new opportunities for attorneys to monitor
juror responses to testimonies.
• Build tools that better enable narrow examinations (e.g., sets of hashed file collections segregated by investigation
types). This could help examiners in the criminal justice system handle the growing volume of data available from
personal devices.
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5. Virtual Reality, Only Virtually Just?
Understanding Whether Virtual Presence,
Simulation, and Immersive Presentation
Advance or Hinder Justice
Mr. Williams is on trial for attacking and murdering Mrs.
Rivera in an alley. Based on evidence presented during
trial, the prosecution has reconstructed the crime in a
virtual environment.
Prosecutor: Ladies and Gentlemen of the jury, during this
case, you have heard the evidence presented and have
listened to my colleague from the public defender’s office
argue his theory of what happened in the alley that
night. We would like to bring all of this together for you.
Please put on the headsets next to each of your seats.
The jurors put on the virtual reality headsets, which
cover their eyes and ears. The reenactment begins.
Prosecutor: What you are seeing is based on the reams
of technical data the forensic lab presented. We have
the victim . . .
Mrs. Rivera appears in the simulation, walking across the
street with a fearful expression on her face.
Prosecutor: . . . and we have the defendant.
Mr. Williams appears behind her, walking quickly.
Prosecutor: We know from reconstruction of the camera
evidence that he followed her for a block before she
disappeared into the side alley where the crime was
committed, never to walk out again.
In the simulation, Mr. Williams pushes Mrs. Rivera into
the alley. Some of the jurors appear tense.
Prosecutor: We have heard the defense argue that Mr.
Williams had nothing to do with pushing her into the
alley. The defense claims that Mr. Williams saw and
heard nothing as Mrs. Rivera was brutally attacked
because he was in a hurry and listening to music on his
way home. Is that credible to you? Standing where you
are, hearing what you are hearing?
The simulation takes the jurors in front of the entryway
to the darkened alley, and ominous music plays in their
ears. A woman screams, and the simulation goes dark.
The jurors remove their headsets.
Prosecutor: The prosecution rests.

Some of the jurors appear visibly unnerved by what they
just experienced. The public defender then picks up a
legal pad to begin his more traditional oral summation
for the case.

Whether it is appropriate to use technology to present
information in court proceedings has been an enduring question
as available technologies and tools have continued to evolve over
time. Over the decades, the questions have focused on the use of
video and other photographic technologies in court (Williams et
al., 1975), videoconferencing for appearance of detained defendants or remote witness testimony (also know as video presence
or virtual presence) (Johnson and Wiggins, 2006), and simulations of crimes or crime scenes (Dunn, Salovey, and Feigenson,
2006). New visual technology has the potential to both enhance
and impede protection of a defendant’s due process rights;
therefore, judges and attorneys must consider and balance those
implications with the emerging expectations of the public for
technology to facilitate efficient case processing and the presentation of complete and compelling information at trial.
As introduced in the beginning of this report, remote
appearances and videoconferencing are being adopted in court
systems—even while questions remain about their effects. We
saw these differences of view among our panel members, as
illustrated in two panelists’ comments on the next page. Video
appearances are used in courtrooms throughout the country
for hearings that are presumed to not affect the outcome of a
case, such as hearings to determine bail, waive right to a jury
trial, receive a jury verdict, enter a plea, sentence a defendant,
and conduct post-conviction and parole reviews (Babcock and
Johansen, 2011). For these types of hearings, remote appearances may protect the rights of the defendants by affording
swifter access to justice than would be possible if the hearing were conducted in person. However, questions remain
about whether appearances and testimony through video
conferencing systems impede or support a defendant’s rights to
confront witnesses, to effective assistance of counsel, and to an
unbiased and fair tribunal, and whether such appearances have
the same effects as in-person appearances (see, for example,
Johnson and Wiggins, 2006).
Review of the use of videoconferencing technology in
court cases has resulted in mixed results. Wilkins v Wilkinsin
(2002) held that remote appearances in parole revocation
hearings violate a defendant’s right to be present at all matters
during the adjudication of his case. State courts have held that
other types of hearings, such as those to determine bail or to
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enter a plea, can be conducted with the defendant appearing
via videoconference (Babcock and Johansen, 2011). However,
questions remain about whether defendants take the proceedings as seriously as they might if they were actually in court;
whether judges and attorneys present in the courtroom treat the
defendant the same as they would if he were physically present;
and whether the defendant has sufficient access to counsel prior
to, during, and following remote appearances (Terry, Johnson,
and Thompson, 2010). As a result, many caution against any
use of remote appearances for detained inmates beyond hearings that might otherwise be delayed if an in-person appearance
were required. But what that standard means in practice could
shift over time if underinvestment in the court system means
that the availability of physical facilities for proceedings and
hearings does not keep up with increases in demand.22 The
American Bar Association standards identify a preference for
in-person court appearances whenever possible.
Research on the impact of appearing via videoconference on the outcomes of bail hearings has also produced
varied results. Videoconferencing was identified as a successful
method for conducting interviews and bail hearings in Canada
with incarcerated individuals based on the finding that bail
outcomes were not different for defendants appearing remotely
compared with those who appeared in person (R.A. Malatest
and Associates Ltd., 2010). However, another study conducted

in Cook County, Illinois, found that felony defendants appearing via videoconference experienced a 51-percent increase in the
average bond amount set at the bail hearing during the study
period, which was significantly greater than the 13-percent
increase in bond amount experienced by the control group of
felony defendants who appeared in person for bail hearings
(Diamond et al., 2010). Research on the use of remote video
appearances for immigration hearings found that individuals appearing remotely were more likely to be deported but no
less likely to have their claims denied by a judge (Eagly, 2015).
This finding was explained by evidence showing that detainees
appearing remotely were less likely to retain counsel, apply
to remain lawfully in the United States, or seek an immigration benefit known as voluntary departure. Other studies have
found that it is harder for the defense and other court advocates
to communicate before and during hearings when the defendant appears via videoconference and that the rate of defense
representation was lower in virtual courts where defendants
appear remotely (Terry, Johnson, and Thompson, 2010). These
processes led to differential outcomes in the rate of guilty pleas
and custodial sentences for remote appearances compared with
traditional, in-person appearances.
For cases that proceed to trial, concerns have been raised
about defendants’ constitutional right to confront witnesses
who offer testimony via videoconference. The U.S. Supreme

“Increased use of telepresence deprives a defendant of
the right of confrontation and can dilute the effectiveness
of direct examination, cross-examination, and other
courtroom processes.” 		– Panel Member
“In an era of digital communication and instant access,
remote technology can find a place in the courtroom
setting. Routine status dates are great examples. Hearings
and trials will depend on the nature of the evidence.”
– Panel Member
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Court has weighed in on this issue, although justices disagreed
about the appropriateness of the practice. (Justice Antonin
Scalia memorably wrote, “Virtual confrontation might be sufficient to protect virtual constitutional rights; I doubt whether
it is sufficient to protect real ones” [Scalia, 2002].) Despite
some findings that remote testimony of character witnesses in
criminal cases did not affect case outcomes (Lederer, 2009),
other studies suggest that it may be difficult for a judge or jury
to determine a witness’s demeanor when testimony is provided through videoconference (Babcock and Johansen, 2011;
Bailenson et al., 2011), which can be exacerbated by technical
issues, such as an audio delay (Abraham et al., 2008). Other
remote testimony simulations have demonstrated that in-person
testimony was rated as more believable and honest by mock
jurors (Johnson and Wiggins, 2006) and that emotion level
was more difficult to gauge for witnesses appearing via remote
videoconference (Havener, 2014).
While videoconferencing for defendant appearances and
witness testimony is already happening in courtrooms throughout the country, innovators are developing technologies that
push further into virtual space, and these might be used in
courtrooms in the future. For instance, advances in technology
are under way to support more-realistic virtual representations

“These new technologies
are [computer graphics] on
steroids. The more real and
personal interpretations of
evidence and testimony
[are made] through these
presentations, the less
the ability of jurors to
fairly evaluate the actual
evidence.”
— Panel Member

of individuals not in the courtroom, to illustrate testimony,
and to provide evidence. Such advances could help address
some concerns regarding current telepresence technologies by
increasingly making virtual and in-person meetings indistinguishable from each other (Edwards, 2011). Virtual reality or
more-immersive technologies could create the illusion that an
individual is present when she is not. Such technology includes
robot avatars and three-dimensional representations. The ability
of such technology to make remote locations and individuals
feel truly present is currently limited by cost, existing Internet
connection speeds, and display resolution limits (Bailenson et
al., 2006; Edwards, 2011). But if developers can access rapid
enough data transmission that eliminates lag that can make
interactions seem unrealistic, such technologies could address
due process concerns in this area. However, doing so could
raise new concerns about whether someone could interfere with
the data streams to produce simple ends (e.g., disrupt a trial)
or even attempt more-subtle manipulation of proceedings (e.g.,
add subtle distortions to the video stream to make a witness
appear less truthful).
A great deal of focus has been given to video presence and
confrontation, but concerns also exist for the use of other virtualization in court proceedings—such as simulations that render
otherwise abstract data or complex bodies of facts into consumable, even immersive, visual presentations. Studies have shown
a preference for visual presentation of evidence wherever possible (Heintz, 2002), under the premise that jurors and judges
retain significantly more information when they both see and
hear evidence as opposed to hearing it alone (see, for example,
Lederer, 1997). Studies have explored many influences on jurors
that shape verdicts in cases, including attorney behavior. To the
extent that use of technology shapes the jury’s view of attorney
competence or the strength of evidence in a case, it will shape
verdicts (Wood et al., 2011). If the presentation simply reinforces the weight of already strong evidence, such effects might
be a beneficial outcome; however, the concern is that some
virtual representations could be so realistic that they are given
greater weight by jurors than testimony that is presented only
via an inherently nonvisual witness statement (Leonetti and
Bailenson, 2010; Feigenson, 2006).
This concern has manifested for many years over the
use of computer animations in court cases. Studies using
even relatively simple animations have shown mixed effects
on verdicts (Dunn, Salovey and Feigenson, 2006, and references therein; Nemeth, 2011, and references therein). With
advances in video game technologies, simulation capability
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has increased markedly in recent years, greatly expanding the
types of animations that are possible. Presentations of forensic
evidence have taken advantage of real-time video game engines
to render the evidence in simulated, near-three-dimensional
form, allowing types of presentation different from what is
possible with photographs and other “flat” exhibits (Schofield,
2011). Experiments have also shown that the persuasiveness of
visual evidence can be sufficient to induce false recall of events,
emphasizing the authentication requirements for such exhibits
(Wade, Green, and Nash, 2010). Current focus on development of immersive virtual reality tools for gaming will expand
this capability further, meaning the technology showcased in
the vignette at the opening of this section may become readily
available. Tools are also in development to more readily capture
data for such representations of crime scenes (“Juries ‘Could
Enter Virtual Crime Scenes’ Following Research,” 2016; Bliss,
2015). Developments in such industries are expected to reduce
the costs of these types of technologies, further lowering a barrier for their use in trial contexts.
Given the persuasiveness of such immersive tools, examinations of their use have drawn distinctions between virtual
presentations that use data from witness statements and those
that use data from physical measurements of the scene and
forensic analysis, as well as presentations used to prove a point
(e.g., digital photographs, which can be enhanced or sections
highlighted) and those used to illustrate testimony or other
evidence already entered into the record (Eissenstat, 2008).
Use of such technologies is not yet common in the criminal
justice system. As it is introduced, questions of fairness and
bias must be addressed if the costs or other barriers prevent
some parties from using virtual representations, and therefore
lacking the same visual and technologically compelling manner to present their cases.

Within this theme, the panel identified four needs that
focused predominantly on telepresence—the virtual technology
of today—and on how courts would need to consider morecomplex virtual presentations in the future (see Box 5).

SET TI N G TH E R ESE ARC H AG E N DA
Given the sometimes very rapid advance of technology, the
criminal justice system and its stakeholders must prepare for
technology’s potential to shape criminal justice functions in the
future. The goal of this study was to contribute to the effort to
do so by identifying research needs to understand and mitigate
potentially negative effects of technology on the protection of
individuals’ rights and by identifying and exploring how new
technologies could aid in protecting those rights. During the
workshop, discussion explored technologies that already exist
(for example, telepresence) and some that could be developed
well into the future (e.g., human-augmenting technologies).
Looking across the top-tier needs that fell into each of
the five themes, we can divide the research agenda defined by
the panel’s top priorities into three main groups: best practice
and training development, evaluation, and broader fundamental
research on key technology and related issues.

Best Practice and Training
Development
Because key actors in the justice
system—including law enforcement
officers and investigators, prosecutors, defense counsel, and the judges overseeing the entire
process—must understand the implications of new technol-

Box 5. Needs Identified, Theme 5
Tier 1

• Develop best practices for using telepresence (e.g., monitor size, positioning, and access to physical evidence for distant participants) in court proceedings. Society is becoming more comfortable with telepresence in situations in which
traditional face-to-face discussions are typically conducted, so the public may come not only to accept but to expect
telepresence capabilities.
• Assess or extend existing research and best practices on appropriate use of telepresence given potential effects on the
effectiveness of counsel. Defendants have a right to effective representation, and there are ongoing questions on the
effect of telepresence on interactions between counsel and other court participants.
• Perform robust multidisciplinary assessments to evaluate what is gained and lost when using telepresence.

Tier 3

• Develop a consensus regarding what confrontation means for different levels of virtualization—for example, immersive
photographic presentations, physics-based models, and full reconstruction of events in virtual environments based on
testimony rather than data. This will grow in relevance as virtual reality and simulations become more prevalent.
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ogy, a significant portion of the top-tier needs addressed the
development of training and best practices. Most of these
needs—not unexpectedly—focused on technologies and issues
that the justice system is encountering today, including best
practices for
•
•
•
•
•
•

assessments of criminal justice data quality
data retention
disclosure of collected data
public examination and correction of criminal justice data
use of telepresence
model laws and policies for addressing social media use by
criminal justice participants.

Because developing and disseminating best practices have
been components of criminal justice innovation efforts for
many years, a variety of such resources are available. As a result,
some of the best practices identified in the workshop’s research
agenda are likely already available, while others still need to
be developed. For example, because telepresence and video
conferencing have been used for some time already, efforts to
identify best practices for that use are under way and resources
have been published already (Center for Legal and Court
Technology, 2014; NCSC, undated-c). The challenge that social
media poses to some steps of the criminal justice system has
also been recognized for some time (see, for example, Dysart
and Kimbrough, 2013), and significant work has been devoted
to the issue by a variety of entities. For example, survey data
collection has assessed how significant a problem juror social
media use is and how judges have responded (Dunn, 2011), as
well as what jurors say about their use of social media during trials (St. Eve and Zuckerman, 2012; St. Eve, Burns, and
Zuckerman, 2014). Substantial efforts have also been devoted to
this issue by NCSC, which provides both information on social
media issues writ large and a compilation of existing policies
and guidelines (NCSC, undated-a). Other professional organizations (American Bar Association, 2013) and groups (Committee on Codes of Conduct, 2010) have also weighed in on the
issue. The fact that these issues were raised—and rose to high
priority—suggests either a need for broader adoption of existing
best practices or supplementing the resources that are available.
Although best practices exist for many of the issues discussed during our workshop (e.g., criminal justice data retention and disclosure), panelists also raised concerns that do not
appear to have been systematically considered to date. Central
among these concerns was data quality, which the panel related
to how long data should be stored (data retention), how the
public should be informed about how data of different types

and quality are being used, and individuals’ ability to review
and correct data about them in criminal justice data systems.
For example, policies focused on sharing criminal justice
information have considered reliability of types of data, raised
the question of whether citizens should have a right to review
information about them, and explored whether information
quality should be tied to whether data are shared beyond the
originating agency (Illinois Integrated Justice Information
System, 2006).23 Issues of data reliability and quality have also
been raised for specific types of data collected by the justice system, such as social media data (see Global Justice Information
Sharing Initiative, 2013), and in the context of criminal justice
intelligence-sharing.24 However, the authors are not aware of
existing efforts to develop best practices or guidelines that fully
capture the linkage of data quality and reliability with retention
and use as articulated by the panel.
Beyond best practices, the panelists also identified needs
related to educating various actors in the criminal justice system to better take on the complexities of new technologies. For
example, panelists emphasized that judges need to be technologically savvy to effectively review and issue warrants, and so
do defense attorneys to effectively challenge evidence in the
adversarial court process. Needs identified in this area focused
on better defining initial training requirements and—for practitioners in mid-career—continuing education requirements
and accompanying training resources to better inform the
entire justice system about technology concerns. Furthermore,
resources—such as conferences, professional organizations, and
outside training programs—are already available in this area,
which suggests that the need is for implementation and adoption, and as a result, changes in continuing education requirements in particular could drive improvements.

Evaluation
A much smaller portion of the top-priority
needs identified by the panel can be grouped
together as evaluation research. One need
focused on risk assessment tools, which have
been a focus of significant attention in recent years because of a
desire to reduce incarceration rates, especially to avoid imprisoning individuals who are likely to have a low recidivism risk.
However, the assessment tools have raised concerns that they
produce unfair outcomes at the individual level, particularly for
members of minority groups. Evaluating such tools is challenging because they are applied in justice decisions to supplement
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rather than replace human judgment, and they therefore might
produce different effects as a result of the data they use, biases
in the decisionmakers involved, or both.25 Although the development of such tools has been the focus of research in criminology and related fields for many years, evaluation work to better
tease out their effects is needed to ensure broader confidence in
their outcomes. Both the questions raised by the panel and the
recent debate about the fairness of these tools indicated a need
for further work on applying them appropriately and assessing
how they alter outcomes for members of different demographic,
economic, and other groups.26
The second need that focused on evaluation was related
to the use of telepresence (beyond the specific technology and
other best practices that the panel indicated should be developed, already discussed earlier). The need highlighted here was
to assess current best practices (and evaluate how they could
be expanded appropriately) while addressing the concern that
using telepresence rather than in-person meetings could reduce
the effectiveness of counsel for defendants (particularly individuals defended by time-limited public defenders).

Fundamental Research
Because many of the issues discussed during the panel covered technologies that
are still developing, related shortfalls in
knowledge on several issues will require
fundamental research to inform future decisions. The top-
priority needs that fell into this category were as follows:
• To aid in legal consideration, build a taxonomy of new and
emerging technologies and the different categories of rights
they might affect.
• Examine how different jurisdictions are handling testimony and confrontation regarding different types of technology and the data streams they produce to move toward
more-uniform treatment from court to court.
• Examine how the validity of the third-party doctrine may
shift when societal systems are difficult to navigate without
massive disclosure of data to third parties.
• Research the implications of data volume on the ability
(related to both time and resources) of the defense and
prosecution to analyze and understand it so that rights are
not affected simply by the scale of data produced in a case.
By exploring key emerging ideas and challenges where
there is significant uncertainty, research that is focused on
these topics would also make it possible to learn from the

potentially diverse ways that individual jurisdictions are wrestling with them. Such research would build on existing efforts
to explore in this area (such as our workshop), ongoing legal
scholarship and consideration of these issues in courts at different levels (e.g., third-party doctrine concerns), and the experience in specific events or cases. For example, there is already
substantial research on issues of confrontation and video
presence (see, for example, Aguiñaga, 2014; Tokson, 2007;
Lederer, 2009; Weber, 2014) and how video presence may
affect outcomes (Eagly, 2015), which can provide a foundation
for considering confrontation in the broader scope of emerging
technologies considered here.
Other needs that fall into this broader fundamental
research category include work on two specific technologies.
The first is telepresence, different facets of which have appeared
in all three of the categories of this research agenda. While
the panelists had concerns about what might be lost by using
telepresence rather than in-person meetings (reflected in the
needs discussed earlier), there was also a belief that we do not
fully understand what the consequences of telepresence are
and how they might vary in different counsel-client interactions or for different types of proceedings. The second need
related to tools to provide automated assistance for analyzing
large data sets; such tools could help minimize the potential for
large amounts of data about a case to slow the justice process
or hurt the effectiveness of client representation. This problem
has been recognized for many years in civil litigation, where
data volume has been a core issue in considering e-discovery in
commercial and other types of cases (Pace and Zakaras, 2012).
Just as a large volume of information can complicate the investigation and prosecution of a case (see, for example, Resnick,
2013), it can also create challenges for the defense (Broderick
et al., 2015), increasing the workload and time required for
case preparation and potentially increasing the chance that
important data will be missed. Automated tools to assist with
large volumes of data have been developed and evaluated
for civil litigation (Grossman and Cormack, 2011; Markoff,
2011; Baron, 2011; and Byram, 2012). A variety of tools have
similarly been developed for forensics and investigative applications, although fewer tools appear to be broadly available in the
criminal defense context. There are commercial products that
focus on data management and trial presentation assistance (as
well as the software to aid in e-discovery cited previously), but
few appeared to go as far as the automated analytic assistance
suggested in the panel discussion.
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A Closer Look at the Identified Needs—
and Why Research Should Not Be Limited
to the Top Tier
The prioritization process used in the workshop is designed
to identify research and other needs that rise to the top of the
agenda based on their perceived value and the likelihood of
success. The rationale behind that filtering is to try to get the
greatest benefit from research and development, focusing on
important problems that will pay off if investments are made
to address them. However, looking beyond the panel’s top priorities, the ratings that were assigned to issues that fell below
the top tier showed that—in most cases—needs fell out of the
top tier not because the panel thought they were not important
but because of concerns about how difficult it would be to
meet the need.
Looking at the median measures of importance assigned
to each of the needs that fell in Tiers 2 and 3, none received
a median rating of less than 6 out of 9, and 13 of 21 (more
than 60 percent) received a median rating of 8 or higher.27
The majority of the non-top-tier needs that received a median
rating of 8 or above made up the entirety of Tier 2—where the
differentiator between Tiers 1 and 2 was the estimates of probability of success. For the Tier 2 needs, the median estimates
for probability of success ranged between 5 and 6. This high
ranking of importance across the full set of needs identified by
the panel was very unusual compared with earlier efforts in this
larger project (see, for example, Jackson et al., 2016, and references therein), suggesting that there is potentially less value in
focusing just on the highest-ranked research needs in this area.
As a result, the second tier can be viewed as a group of needs
that the panel rated as essentially as important as the top-tier
needs, but panel members felt that these issues were somewhat
more difficult to solve or that the solutions were more difficult
to implement.
Within that second tier, needs fell into each of the three
research agenda categories, including additional needs for
best practice development (relating to the use of automated
algorithms, data availability for proceedings, and disclosure
regarding analytics use), evaluation (of juror communication
strategies), and fundamental research (assessing the costs and
benefits of making court records easily available electronically,
continuing to assess the Fourth Amendment issues surrounding
new technologies, and measuring the effects of juror misbehavior). Needs also focused on training development, both for
the public (focused on ensuring that jurors understand their
responsibilities and acceptable behavior as a member of a jury)

and for practitioners (with respect to digital evidence). These
needs—many of which touch on extremely forward-looking
technology concerns—were perceived as being very risky, but
that might be a rationale to pursue research on these issues
rather than a justification to shy away from doing so. Beyond
simply answering the specific issues raised in each need individually, such research could contribute to the judicial system
making better decisions regarding these technologies and
their use. Navigating such issues as the accuracy of data from
location-monitoring technologies, the meaning of biometric
data from wearable or implantable devices for court cases, and
appropriate analysis and application of long histories of digital
footprints about individuals (stored on systems with varying
degrees of security and assurance) require that judges and other
court participants have the knowledge and information needed
to apply the technologies in ways that appropriately preserve
justice and fairness.
The second tier also included one of the two needs that
fell outside the five themes described earlier. That need was
to build tools and techniques to improve response rates to
juror summons (which was rated 8 of 9 for importance). As
was the case for other needs within the research agenda, juror
nonresponse has been a concern for some time and the focus
of efforts to improve communication and shape compliance
through enforcement and other strategies (see, for example,
NCSC, 2009a, 2009b). The fact that the central distinction
between the first and second tiers of priorities was a difference
in perceived likelihood of success, rather than judgments about
importance, would argue for a broader research agenda in this
area than focusing only on the top priorities would produce.

CO N C LUSI O NS
As society changes, the criminal justice system must adapt to
ensure that its activities and processes are sufficient to meet the
goals society depends on it to achieve. One central element of
that adaptation is ensuring that justice processes protect the
rights of individuals guaranteed in the Constitution. While
not the only vector of change in society, technology can be a
powerful force, with the potential to transform what is possible
for citizens and criminal justice organizations alike.
In considering how the criminal justice system protects
individuals’ rights, concern often focuses on how technological change can increase the power of government compared
to individual citizens. The information available on mobile
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devices means that actions that law enforcement has had to
take physically—such as tracking an individual’s movements as
part of an investigation—can potentially now be done virtually.
Capabilities that are built into devices linked to the Internet of
Things can—if used in particular ways—practically become
wide-area sensors that would have been too costly (and likely
far too controversial) for criminal justice agencies to deploy
for their own purposes. Sensors that citizens choose to wear
for their own reasons—such as fitness trackers and medical
devices—may provide windows (if imperfect ones) into the
wearer’s mental or emotional state.
However, technological change has also shaped criminality, creating new challenges for justice agencies to navigate
while still safeguarding individuals’ rights. Just as technological
change has made it possible for law enforcement to act virtually
in some cases, it has also virtualized old crimes and created new
electronic variations of criminal behavior. Such crime creates
new requirements on the criminal justice system to build and
maintain the capabilities and knowledge to address them. But
it also creates new tensions, such as the recent debate about
strong encryption, which can both help individuals to protect
themselves (reducing such crime) and make it more difficult for
law enforcement to investigate savvy criminals. The increased
visibility of these technologies into individuals’ lives and law
enforcement’s desire to access such data to solve crimes highlight the effect that citizen trust of law enforcement has in this
area. The greater that trust is and the greater the use of similar
technologies for maintaining public confidence in criminal
justice agencies’ behavior, the more access to these sorts of data
citizens are likely to accept—increasing the potential for these
technologies to contribute to crime prevention and response.
But from an individual’s perspective, some of these technological shifts might create opportunities to safeguard rather
than threaten the protection of individuals’ constitutional
rights. Mobile technologies that make individual behavior more
transparent can also make the actions of individual members of
government agencies more transparent, and analytics designed
to mine databases looking for individual criminality might
also be turned on data sets of organizational behavior to find
evidence of misbehavior that would otherwise be hidden. But
maintaining balance in the effects of technology on individuals’
rights and protection of due process within the justice system

These tensions and
trade-offs—some of
which already exist from
technologies that are
available and being
deployed now, and some
of which may arise in the
future—require the criminal
justice system and its
stakeholders to think ahead
and prepare.
is challenged by resource concerns. The ability of a criminal
defendant to deploy big data in his own defense will balance
government’s ability to leverage such information in prosecution only if he has the tools available to do so.
These tensions and trade-offs—some of which already
exist from technologies that are available and being deployed
now, and some of which may arise in the future—require the
criminal justice system and its stakeholders to think ahead and
prepare. Although making analogies to past technologies can
be useful for thinking through future ones, doing so is unlikely
to provide all the insight needed. A smartphone might look a
lot like a diary, until the capabilities of the technology shift just
enough that it no longer looks like one at all. This effort sought
to contribute to that process of thinking ahead, laying out not
just near-term needs for addressing technologies available today
but also longer-term, more-fundamental research topics to
provide the justice system better ways to address the challenges
posed by the likely rapid shifts in information, sensing, and
other technologies that will continue to occur in the future.
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APPE N D IX . COM PR E H E NSIVE LIST O F I DE NTI FI E D N E E DS
This appendix presents all of the needs identified by the panel, sorted by tier, and their associated theme(s).
Legend
Are You Really Sure? Issues of Data and Analytic Quality for Just Decisions

My Technology, Myself: A Blurring Line Between Technology and the
Person?

Data, Data Everywhere: Mobile Access to Information, Modern Data (Over)
Sharing, and the Third-Party Doctrine
Smart (Enough) Justice: Building Justice System Expertise for Complex
Technical Concerns
Virtual Reality, Only Virtually Just? Understanding Whether Virtual
Presence, Simulation, and Immersive Presentation Advance or Hinder Justice

Problem or Opportunity

Associated Need

Tier

Society is becoming more comfortable with
telepresence in situations in which traditional face-toface meetings are typically conducted.

Develop best practices for using telepresence
(e.g., monitor size, positioning, and access to
physical evidence for distant participants) in court
proceedings.

1

Digital and other new technologies blur the
boundaries between traditional categories of rights
(e.g., Fifth Amendment versus search and seizure
concerns) that complicate assessment.

To aid legal consideration, build a taxonomy of
new and emerging technologies and the different
categories of rights they may affect.

1

Social media platforms have created opportunities
for inappropriate activities, such as attorneys, judges,
and jurors “friending” each other. Some media
platforms (e.g., LinkedIn, Twitter) report to the user
when other users follow or view their page, which
is a form of monitoring and can be perceived as
intimidating. Also, social media now provide outside
entities with new opportunities to intimidate witnesses
and jurors.

Develop model laws, courtroom policies, education,
and ethical guidelines to govern appropriate social
media activities.

1

The complexity and lack of understanding of modern
technologies make it difficult for practitioners (law
enforcement, prosecutors, defenders, and judges)
to effectively prepare, understand, and evaluate the
accuracy and appropriateness of documents that
are being prepared and approved (e.g., affidavits,
warrants).

Develop training resources for justice system
participants at all levels to question and assess the
scope and nature of warrants at all parts of the
process.

1

Related
Theme(s)
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Problem or Opportunity

Associated Need

Tier

Using and relying so heavily on modern technologies
requires turning over significant amounts of
information to third parties.

Examine how the validity of the third-party doctrine
may shift when societal systems are difficult to
navigate without massive disclosure of data to third
parties.

1

The scope of relevant data in some cases, coupled
with the limited resources available to the defense and
prosecution, can effectively deny the ability to fully
challenge the data in court proceedings. Data types
in this category include but are not limited to video,
audio, computer, and forensic scientific data.

Research the implications of data volume on the
ability (related to both time and resources) of the
defense and prosecution to analyze and understand
it so that rights are not affected simply by the scale
of data produced in a case.

1

There are institutional and generational drivers toward
using telepresence to augment or replace traditional
in-person interactions and court proceedings.

Assess or extend existing research and best practices
on the appropriate use of telepresence given
potential effects on the effectiveness of counsel.

1

The utility of risk assessments is unknown (e.g., in
making bail and sentencing decisions). Specifically,
such assessments may overemphasize reliance on
criminal histories and negatively reinforce outcomes.

Assess the evidence and accuracy of risk assessment
tools.

1

There is insufficient breadth of knowledge in the
legal community on the form and function of modern
computer-based technologies, such as communication
technologies and social media.

Develop best practices and qualifications for initial
and continuing education requirements to raise
level of knowledge for all justice system participants
on modern electronic technologies and scientific
evidence.

1

Criminal justice agencies are creating, collecting,
storing, and reusing data that are of questionable
quality. Once recorded, such data lose their full
context, often go unchallenged, and are treated as
facts. In other words, low-quality data are sometimes
being used for high-impact decisions.

Develop best practices for assessing the quality
and content of existing data sets in criminal justice
agencies.

1

Criminal justice agencies are creating, collecting,
storing, and reusing data that are of questionable
quality. Once recorded, such data lose their full
context, often go unchallenged, and are treated as
facts. In other words, low-quality data are sometimes
being used for high-impact decisions.

Develop best practices for data-retention policies
that correspond to the importance and quality of the
data.

1

Criminal justice agencies are creating, collecting,
storing, and reusing data that are of questionable
quality. Once recorded, such data lose their full
context, often go unchallenged, and are treated as
facts. In other words, low-quality data are sometimes
being used for high-impact decisions.

Develop best practices for disclosing the types
of data collected or used by law enforcement to
support investigations and targeting.

1

The sources of data used in risk assessment tools
are not fully transparent, and not all data used
may be accurate. As a result, inappropriate or
disproportionate governmental responses might result.

Develop best practices for public examination and
correction of risk assessment results when they are
used in justice decisions and dispute errors in the
source data used to perform them.

1

The scope of relevant data in some cases, coupled
with limited resources available to the defense and
prosecution, can effectively deny the ability to fully
confront the data (in a legal sense).

Develop semi-automated tools to tag, categorize,
and analyze large volumes of data to shrink analysis
timelines.

1

Related
Theme(s)
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Problem or Opportunity

Associated Need

Tier

It is not yet settled what confrontation means for data
extracted from digital devices—for example, when
location data extracted from a cell phone are the
witnesses, who is the accused confronting?—and
different states currently have different approaches.

Examine how different jurisdictions are handling
testimony and confrontation regarding different types
of technology and the data streams they produce to
move toward more-uniform treatment from court to
court.

1

Society is becoming more comfortable with
telepresence in situations in which traditional face-toface meetings are typically conducted.

Perform robust multidisciplinary assessments to
evaluate what is gained and lost when using
telepresence.

1

Some artificial-intelligence technologies (e.g., machine Develop best practices related to what level of
learning) have internal algorithms that cannot be fully certainty is necessary from automated algorithms for
different justice system applications (e.g., probable
explained by the human analysts who apply them.
cause, evidentiary purposes) and what confrontation
means in such circumstances.

2

Because of the complexity or proprietary nature of the
processes to assess or derive evidence through thirdparty vendors or labs, there is a diminished capacity
to assess the authenticity and reliability of evidence.

Develop best practices regarding the availability,
accessibility, and timeliness of digital data to be
used in proceedings.

2

Jurors often do not understand the reasons behind
restrictions on their performing outside research
related to the case they are hearing.

Create improved mechanisms (e.g., educational
videos, motivational stories, signed pledges, priming
tools) to inform and remind juries that the process
is designed to ensure a fair trial and that outside
research is a detriment to achieving that end.

2

Online availability of court records can lead to
adverse effects for some populations.

Assess the costs and benefits of making government
records easily available online.

2

Jurors often do not understand the reasons behind
restrictions on their performing outside research
related to the case they are hearing.

Assess the effectiveness of juror communication
strategies to make sure jurors are informed.

2

There is not a clear shared understanding of the scope Develop a system for clearly communicating when a
risk assessment tool is being used outside the scope
of risk assessment tools and where they have been
of its validated purpose.
validated for use.

2

There is insufficient breadth of knowledge in the
legal community on the form and function of modern
computer-based technologies, such as communication
technologies and social media.

Develop an algorithm or checklist for steps to follow
when dealing with information technology as
evidence (e.g., preservation of potential evidence).

2

The nearly ubiquitous availability of online and social
media has dramatically increased the potential for
inappropriate extrajudicial research by jurors and
other participants in the justice system.

Develop methods for assessing or measuring the
ability to potentially limit inappropriate extrajudicial
research.

2

Contemporary technologies and surveillance methods
challenge existing Fourth Amendment doctrines.

Examine the Fourth Amendment issues posed by
contemporary technologies and surveillance in more
depth to inform judicial decisionmaking.

2

Related
Theme(s)
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Problem or Opportunity

Associated Need

Tier

Related
Theme(s)
None

Often, response rates of potential jurors to summons
are quite low (less than 50 percent) and do not
include a broad selection of citizens.

Highlight existing best practices, tools, and systems
that can improve juror response rates and general
representativeness (e.g., integrating motor vehicle
records, welfare records, and follow-up programs).

2

The nearly ubiquitous availability of online and social
media has dramatically increased the potential for
inappropriate extrajudicial research by jurors and
other participants in the justice system.

Measure the impact of jurors’ extrajudicial research
on case outcomes.

2

Virtual simulations and event reconstructions are
becoming more accessible and therefore more
prevalent. When such exhibits are pre-recorded,
many production and other choices are made that
can significantly shape their content and message.
Challenging such evidence by opposing counsel
is therefore more complex than for traditional
evidentiary exhibits because the effects of choices
made during production many not be transparent to
participants in court proceedings. These concerns
suggest that existing rules of evidence (e.g., Rule 403,
which allows exclusion of relevant evidence that is
viewed as having too great a potential to mislead the
jury or create unfair prejudice) may be insufficient.

Develop a consensus regarding what confrontation
means for different levels of virtualization—for
example, immersive photographic presentations,
physics-based models, and full reconstruction of
events in virtual environments based on testimony
rather than data.

3

The general population is unaware of the types of
information that are being recorded involuntarily by
their digital devices.

Conduct ethnography research on how people
interact with their digital devices, the types of data
that are collected, and how that interaction changes
people’s views of the boundary between their
technologies and their selves.

3

Most pieces of information that are collected by
personal technologies (e.g., smartphones, fitness
trackers) are not compelled by the government;
therefore, many of the constitutional protections
against self-incrimination may not apply to data
retrieved from such devices.

Conduct research on comparisons of historical
technologies and modern digital technologies. This
might include a taxonomic mapping of attributes to
enable easy comparison.

3

There is often a mismatch between data-retention
policies and statutes of limitation.

Assess the implications of differing retention policies
on digital data with respect to the statutes of
limitations for different offenses.

3

Justice processes, including preparation for court
proceedings, can take significant amounts of time to
bring a case to resolution.

Assess the readiness of online, kiosk, or automated
systems (e.g., algorithms) for use in administering
justice processes.

3

The upload, conversion, and redaction of outside
video for use in court systems, including rendering
that video to make it compatible with specific
storage or display technologies, changes the
original video evidence and potentially creates
additional authentication burdens for its use in court
proceedings.

Create standards to quickly and transparently assess
the authenticity of converted and admitted video
evidence.

3

None
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Problem or Opportunity

Associated Need

Tier

Body-worn technologies (e.g., fitness trackers)
may broadcast previously inaccessible biometric
information, such as heart rate and skin temperature.
This provides new opportunities for attorneys to
monitor juror responses to testimony, a witness’s
comfort with being on the stand, and so on.

Research potential issues, legal restrictions, and
implications of collecting personal biometric
information.

3

Digital forensic examiners are either unwilling or
unable to limit automated examinations to narrow,
warrant-defined categories of information.

Build tools that better enable narrow examinations
(e.g., sets of hashed file collections segregated by
investigation types).

3

The nearly ubiquitous availability of online and social
media has dramatically increased the potential for
inappropriate extracurricular research by jurors and
other participants in the justice system.

Build tools to facilitate monitoring juror and
defendant activity on social media platforms.

3

In corrections institutions (e.g., jails, which are
primarily populated by the poor who cannot
afford bail), individuals may have no choice but to
communicate via technologies that are monitored and
recorded, potentially further incriminating themselves
by giving new information to the government.

Conduct research and education on appropriate
legal comparisons or analogies between historical
or physical technologies and modern digital
technologies. This might include a taxonomic
mapping of the attributes of services, technologies,
and technology types.

3
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Related
Theme(s)
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Notes
The use of pretrial risk assessment tools is becoming more common
and is replacing more-subjective approaches for making these decisions (see Mamalian, 2011). Researchers have found some evidence
that these tools result in a higher rate of release of defendants pretrial
(Danner, VanNostrand, and Spruance, 2015).

1

The five themes do not capture all of the 37 identified needs, nor
do all individual needs always fall cleanly into a single theme to the
exclusion of the others. However, the themes do capture the essence
of the discussion and the majority of the needs. Two needs did not
fall into any of the themes, meaning that more than 90 percent of the
identified needs could be assigned to one (in 29 cases, 78 percent of
the total needs) or two (in six cases, 16 percent of the total needs) of
the themes.

2

3

This example was raised in the discussion during our workshop.

The level of Fourth Amendment protection for social media content
is still not fully resolved. See, for example, Murphy and Fontecilla,
2013.

11

12

See, for example, discussion of Facebook in Raynes-Goldie, 2010.

In an analysis done well before the broad spread of mobile smart
devices, Sovern (1999) framed this issue in terms of the transaction
costs involved with individuals opting out.
13

This scenario is supported by the use of legal restrictions to prevent
individuals from modifying the software even in vehicles that they
own. See, for example, discussion in Wiens (2015) of initial efforts by
vehicle companies to use the Digital Millennium Copyright Act to
make modification of vehicle software illegal. An exemption allowing
such activities was issued by the Library of Congress (which manages
the exemption process for the Act) in October 2015 (see U.S. Copyright Office, 2015).

14

A workshop participant made an analogy between the data held by
credit reporting agencies and that held by criminal justice organizations, both of which are used to inform consequential decisions that
affect individuals. In the credit context, however, provisions of the
Fair Credit Reporting Act provide consumers access and procedures
to dispute contents of their credit file that they believe are inaccurate.

The fact that the phone conversation is being recorded is traditionally disclosed in a prominent and obvious way, such as signs posted at
the telephone stations.

Both analysts (e.g., Verbruggen, 2016; Doleac and Stevenson,
2016) and the company that produces the proprietary risk algorithm
called COMPAS (see Dieterich, Mendoza, and Brennan, 2016) have
responded to the analysis by Angwin and colleagues (2016), which
concluded that the technique produces biased outcomes. The fact
that the algorithm at issue is proprietary came up in this discussion,
where it was argued that the lack of transparency limited the ability
to evaluate how the algorithm calculates its risk scores. In addition,
Singh, Grann, and Fazel (2013) have raised the related concern that
many risk techniques have been evaluated only by researchers related
to the techniques’ development, linking conflict of interest concerns
to the discussion about the proprietary nature of these techniques.

Authenticating data must also consider the possibility that evidence
on a person’s device was not actually placed there by that person (e.g.,
someone with unauthorized access put it there) or is intentionally
incorrect (e.g., someone falsified the digital data to make it appear
that he was using a device at a location when he was actually somewhere else). For a discussion of these issues, see De Santis et al., 2011.

4

5

For example, see illustrative discussion of search methods and concerns in Bernabei and Kabat, 2015.

6

7

See, in particular, discussion in Joh, 2016, pp. 28–32.

Fewer were willing to trade their sense of taste to maintain Internet
access, however (Cisco, 2014).

8

In Cisco’s survey results, two-thirds of respondents indicated that
they spent “equal or more time online with friends than in person”
(Cisco, 2012). In more-recent Pew research, text messaging dominated the modes that friends used to connect daily (Lenhart et al.,
2015).

9

Although concerns have been raised that medical devices might
be hacked to cause bodily harm, the central issue for our purposes is
the data that they could provide if accessed without the individual’s
knowledge or authorization (see, for example, Storm, 2011).

10

15

For discussion of this issue in the legal literature, see, for example,
Henderson, 2006–2007; Spencer, 2013; and Kerr, 2009.

16

17

Stingrays are surveillance devices that simulate cellular network
sites so that phones in an area connect to the Stingray automatically.
This allows the Stingray operator to collect identifying information
about the phones and other carried devices and capture web connections, phone calls, and text messages as they pass through the simulator to the cellular network.

18

For example, the defense or prosecution may have to process or
render raw sensor data before presenting it.
19

The National Research Council (2009) found serious shortcomings
in the science behind many commonly accepted forensic practices.
The report further highlighted the need for effective litigation and
knowledge on the part of participants in the criminal justice system
to understand and question the science and processes behind evidence
based on forensics and ESI.
20

The limited information that is available suggests that Daubert
challenges to electronic evidence admission are rare and that knowledge to effectively apply the rules of evidence to ESI is still lacking
(see, for example, Grossman, 2006; International Association of
the Chiefs of Police, undated). The authentication requirement for
electronic evidence in particular is not often challenged and therefore can be overlooked by courts (Grossman, 2006). However, when
authentication of electronic evidence is raised, it appears to be the
21

36

most common source of successful challenges to the admissibility of
ESI (Eissenstat, 2008).
Expanding remote appearances beyond these types of hearings
has the potential to result in a system that affords a different level of
justice for defendants who are detained pretrial and those who have
the economic resources to be released on bail or bond (Babcock and
Johansen, 2011).
22

Some of these same concerns have been raised in the context of
commercial data-mining of criminal justice records (that is, when the
data leave government control) (CriMNet Program Office, 2008).

23

Per 28 C.F.R. 23, which describes criminal intelligence systems
operating policies, “procedures shall provide for the periodic review
of information and the destruction of any information which is
misleading, obsolete or otherwise unreliable and shall require that any
recipient agencies be advised of such changes which involve errors or
corrections” (Code of Federal Regulations, 2015).
24

For a discussion of this issue, see, for example, Bushway and
Smith, 2007.
25

For examples of recent debates about the tools’ fairness, see discussion from a variety of perspectives in James, 2015; White House,
2015; Executive Office of the President, 2016; National Legal Aid
and Defender Association, 2015; and Electronic Privacy Information
Center, undated.
26
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Of the 13, 12 received a median rating of 8 and one of 8.5.
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